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1. SAFETY

To ensure the safety of personnel and equipment, read the WARNINGS and CAUTION
below before starting repair work.

WARNINGS ...

1. 240 volts is present within the machine.  Only suitably qualified
personnel should carry out servicing of the machine.

2. Switch off the machine and disconnect it from the mains supply
before touching, disconnecting or removing any internal
components.

CAUTION ...

Certain components on the MPU5 system boards are sensitive to static
electricity.  Always handle boards by the edges and take care not to touch
headers, tracks or component pins.

CAUTION ...

The Sanken power supply should not be operated with the covers removed.

1.1 General

Barcrest make use of a wide range of components in the manufacture of their product, which
are in turn supplied by a large number of manufacturers.

It is not practical for this manual to contain all the relevant safety data for these products. If
required, the manufacturer's data sheets can be supplied.

All parts used in Barcrest products are used within their specification limits and in accordance
with sound engineering practice.

1.2 Electrical safety

1.2.1 Risk of electric shock

240 Volts is present within the machine.

Only suitably qualified personnel should carry out servicing of the machine.

Disconnect from the mains supply before disconnecting, removing or touching any internal
components.

1.2.2 Safe connection to supply

To ensure the safe operation of this machine it must be connected to the mains supply using
an approved power cord which meets the requirements of EN60-320 assembly.
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This cord must have an IEC approved connector at one end and an approved 13 Amp plug
fitted with a 3 Amp fuse at the other.
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1.2.3 Insulation/earth bond

Insulation and earth bond electrical safety checks are made on all Barcrest machines before
despatch.

These tests should be then be undertaken annually, or whenever safety critical parts or
connections are replaced.

Insulation/earth bond specifications for Barcrest machines are as follows:-

Insulation > 9.9 Megohms @ 500 Volts

Earth Bond < 0.1 Ohms @ 25 Amps

1.3 Chemical safety

Some component parts of Barcrest products contain small quantities of chemicals which are to
be considered hazardous should the components be accidentally damaged.

These are:-

 Electrolytic capacitors
 Nickel Cadmium batteries
 Semiconductors containing Beryllium Oxide and Gallium Arsenide
 Opto-electronic devices using Gallium Phosphide

Because of the corrosive or flammable nature of these chemicals, particular care is required in
the case of spillage. Where these chemicals do come into contact with the skin or eyes, the
affected area must be flushed with cold running water and medical advice sought.

1.4 Fire safety

The components used in Barcrest products are in the main, housed in a heat resistant material.

Note …
Where component parts are replaced, only components of identical value must be
used and that the correct polarity be observed during insertion.

Severe electrical overload conditions could create sufficient heat so as to ignite chemicals
within components themselves, other components in close proximity, machine wiring
harnesses etc.
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Materials used which are in the fire hazard category are:

1.5 Component disposal

Electronic components should not be incinerated due to the risk of explosion or release of
noxious fumes.

1.6 Lithium batteries

Lithium batteries as used in Barcrest products must only be replaced with the same or an
equivalent type as recommended by the manufacturer
There is a danger of explosion if the battery is incorrectly replaced.

Disposal
Lithium batteries must only be disposed of in a manner described by the battery
manufacturer.

Issue 1

Material Hazard

Chipboard If ignited, chipboard release Formaldehyde vapour which irritates the
eyes and mucus membranes.

Plastic laminates If ignited, wire insulation, rubber and plastic ouldings, etc. release
noxious vapours which may cause irritation if inhaled.

Glass If exposed to extreme heat, glass will crack creating risk of injury.

Electrolytic Capacitors
/ Batteries

There is a risk of these components exploding if subjected to fire

Harnesses If ignited, toxic fumes are released: carbon monoxide & hydrogen
chloride.
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2. INSTALLATION

To correctly install the machine, carry out the following procedures:

1. Site the machine (Sect. 2.1).

2. Check the mains supply requirements (Sect. 2.2).

3. Switch on the mains supply to the machine and check that the machine initialises as
described in Sect. 2.3.

4. Open the rear door of the machine and carry out the self-test routines detailed in
Sect. 2.4.

5. Check that the option switch settings are as required for the machine (Sect. 2.5).

6. Check that the MPU5 meters are reset (Sect. 2.6).

7. Check that the appropriate target payout percentage key (Sect. 2.7) and the
stake/jackpot key (Sect. 2.8) are fitted to the machine (UK AWP machines only).

8. Set the audio volume control as required (Sect. 2.9).

9. Check that the hoppers or payout tubes are full and refill them if necessary
(Sect. 2.10).

10. If required, use the demonstration mode to show the site operators the basic operating
features of the machine (Sect. 2.11).

11. Close and lock the rear door of the machine.

2.1 Siting

Any gaming machine will give its best performance when correctly sited. The views and
policies of various interested parties will have a major influence on siting and are clearly
outside the scope of this manual, however the following points should be taken into
consideration:

1. The machine must be stood on a flat, level and stable floor.

2. Ensure the machine is not close to a source of heat, such as a radiator.

3. To avoid any problem caused by static electricity, the machine should not be sited on a
nylon carpet.

4. Mains plugs and sockets should be tight fitting and in good order.

5. A good earth is necessary for safety and correct operation.

6. Machines look and perform best in subdued lighting.

7. The machine should be positioned where the site staff can supervise it.

When the machine is positioned, check that it is stable and does not rock.
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2.2 Mains supply requirements

Connection to the mains supply is through an I.E.C. Europlug at the rear of the machine.

The supply should be protected by a 3 Amp fuse. In most installations this is achieved by
fitting a 3 Amp fuse to the plug at the remote end of the mains supply cable. A good earth is
necessary if safety is to be assured and problems from static electricity are to be avoided.

The machine requires a nominal supply of 240V AC 50Hz but provision is made to operate
from supplies of 220V or 230V if required. If the supply is consistently low the mains supply
voltage setting can be changed (see Sect. 3.9). However this change must be noted and the
setting returned to normal when the machine is resited. All machines supplied for export are
fitted with a 3 Amp mains filter and are set for a 220V supply.

Connect the mains lead to the mains socket at the rear of the machine and to the site supply
socket.

2.3 Initialisation

Whenever the mains power to the machine is switched on with the doors closed a number of
automatic resetting and self-checking procedures take place. The machine identity and the
software options set are shown on the alphanumeric display. If any door is open the machine
identity, software version number and the software options set are displayed.

After a short delay the reels spin forwards one revolution to position zero then backwards one
revolution to position zero, to check the reel opto inputs, then they spin to the last game
position.  This is necessary for the MPU5 to determine the current reel positions.

Finally the machine enters “attract” mode, the coin lockouts are energised and the machine
becomes operational.

2.4 Top Door Locking Bar Operation

The new Genesis cabinet has a new security-locking feature. As an extra security feature there
is a switch fitted to the locking mechanism. This only activates when the locking mechanism
is in the locked position and the key has been turned to lock it there. This will prevent the
possibility of the door not being locked correctly .It is also used to detect certain security
problems such as the door opening without being unlocked.

2.5 Self-test routines

To aid faultfinding and to provide a quick check of the operational functions of the machine a
series of self-test routines are provided. Each self-test routine checks a particular aspect of
machine operation and these checks can be carried out individually or one after the other.
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2.5.1 Entering the self-test routines

To enter the self-test routines open the machine door, then press and release the Test
pushbutton twice. On later models locate the 2nd test button located under the reel shelf. This
button should be held in then select the 1st test button twice.

Test 1 is displayed once the test routine is entered. To step through the test routines use the
Start button. On later machines there is an extra test button to hold in while selecting the Test
push button.

If the Test button is held in for longer than one second an audio will sound, and the machine
will enter the “out of credit reel” test. (Press the Start button or re-set the machine to exit this
test).

2.5.2 Test 1 - Coin handling test

This test checks the operation of the coin handling system. “1 coin test” is indicated on the
LED seven segment or alphanumeric display. To start the test, press the second button in from
the right.

The coin acceptors are enabled. When coins are fed into the coin slot and accepted, the value
of the coins is indicated on the LED’s or alphanumeric display.

If the third players’ pushbutton from the right is held depressed and a coin is fed into the
machine it will be automatically rejected to the payout tray.

For details of the payout test procedures, refer to the specific Machine Manual.

2.5.3 Test 2 - Reel test

This test checks the operation and positioning of the main reels.

To select this test, enter the self-test mode and step through the tests using the Start button
until “2 reel test” is indicated on the LED seven segment or alphanumeric display.

To start the test, press the second right hand players’ button. When the test is selected the
main reels will spin and stop at position 1,

When the test is selected the three main reels will spin and stop at position 1.

 In this position the first symbol on the reel band will be positioned on the payline and the
joint in the reel band can be seen.

 The three reel illumination lamps in each reel should light to indicate that the interrupter
flags are positioned in their corresponding optos. Carefully moving the reels manually will
indicate the margin in which these are operating.

 By pressing the associated Hold button each reel can be moved by one symbol at a time.
As the reel is moved by this method the reel illumination lamps will go out and an audible
bleep will be heard as the reel moves to its new position. (Cancel/Collect and Hold button
reverses direction.)
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2.5.4 Test 3 - Lamp test

This test checks the operation of all the lamps in the machine.

To select this test, enter the self-test mode and step through the tests using Start button until
“3 test lamps” is indicated on the LED seven segment or alphanumeric display.

To start the test, press the second right hand players’ button. When the test starts, each lamp
will be individually switched on and off quickly in sequence. Once this sequence has finished
all lamps will flash (pressing second right hand play button will end all lamps flashing).

Any lamp out will be identified on the alphanumeric display by the “lamp number and
position” whilst the “hey, check it out” audio alarm will sound. The lamp position will also
be identified by flashing of the lamps either side of it in the test sequence.

Replacing the defective lamp or pressing the Start button will restart to resume the test.

2.5.5 Test 4 - Switch test

This test checks the operation and positioning of all the pushbuttons and the internal DIL
switches.

To select this test, enter the self-test mode and step through the tests using the Start button
until “4 test switches” is shown on the LED seven segment or alphanumeric display.

To start the test, press the second right hand players’ button. As each of the pushbuttons is
pressed it will light up and an audible bleep will be produced. The button name will be shown
on the alphanumeric display.

Operation of the DIL switches in turn will also be indicated in the same manner. It is
important that the DIL switches are returned to their normal positions after this test.

When the Start pushbutton is pressed the test program will step on to Test 5.

2.5.6 Test 5 - Display test

This test checks the operation of the alphanumeric display, and LED’s (where used).

To select this test, enter the self-test mode and step through the tests using the Start button
until “5 test display” is indicated on the LED seven segment or alphanumeric display.

To start the test, press the second right hand players’ button. The alphanumeric display will
then cycle through the complete range of letters, numbers and symbols in its character set, and
check all segments of LED’s (where used).
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2.5.7 Test 6 - Meter test

Mechanical (If Fitted)

Test 6 is inoperative if electronic meters fitted *

This test checks the operation and positioning of the electro-mechanical meters located at the
front of the machine behind the outer cash box door, and the Refill meter positioned in the top
right hand corner of the top glass.

To select this test, enter the self-test mode and step through the tests using the Start button
until “6 meter test” is indicated on the LED seven segment or alphanumeric display.

To view all meters except the Refill meter, remove the outer cash box cover.

To start the test, turn the REFILL key. Each of the meters will be incremented by 5 in
sequence.

To end the test, turn the REFILL key again. When the test is complete, refit the outer cash
box cover. On current machines there is a LCD meter fitted in the refill meter position on the
Genesis machines (full details in the machine specific manual).

2.5.8 Test 7 - RS232 test

This test checks the operation of the RS 232 link to the electronic data unit (if one is fitted).

To select this test, enter the self-test mode and step through the tests using the Start button
until “7 test Datapak” is indicated on the LED seven segments or alphanumeric display.

To start the test, press the second right hand players’ button. In the test a data signal is sent to
the data unit and the RS 232 link procedures are tested. An indication of the result of the test
will be given on the machine alphanumeric display i.e. PASS or FAIL.

2.5.9 Test 8 - Sound generator test

This test checks the operation of the sound generation channels of the machine.

To select this test, enter the self-test mode and step through the tests using the Start button
until “8 test audio” is indicated on the LED seven segment or alphanumeric display.

To start the test, press the second right hand players’ button. The test consists of the machine
playing the audio signals from channel 1 followed by the audio signals from channel 2 and
then the audio signals from both channels.
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2.5.10 Test 9 - Top reel test

This test checks the operation and positioning of the top reel.

To select this test, enter the self-test mode and step through the tests using the Start button
until “9 top reel test” is indicated on the LED seven segment or alphanumeric display.

To start the test, press the second right hand players’ button. The test will cause the top reel
(the feature reel) to rotate at high speed.

Pressing the Start button will stop the top reel in position 1 (if the machine is left the reel
will stop in position 1 at the end of a “Time Out” period).

2.5.11 Test 10 – Option switch test

To select this test, enter the self-test mode and step through the tests using the first right
hand players button until 10 is indicated on the alphanumeric display.

Pressing the HOLD A button will step through the option switches and display their current
setting i.e. OFF or ON.

Pressing the HOLD C button will display the function of the switch.

2.6 * Starpoint Electronic Counter (SEC)  Fitted as standard from 2000

The “Starpoint Electronic Counter” is an electronic counter designed to replace all traditional
mechanical meters in a gaming machine. It is located in the refill meter position near the coin
entry bezel.

To read the SEC meter the machine should be in door open mode. The cancel button should
be pressed once. The SEC and alphanumeric will display the name and value of the selected
meter (Full details in the Generic machine manual).

Pressing the cancel button again continues to the next meter until the first meter is shown
again. The button next to the cancel will step the meters back.
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2.7 Option switch settings

Two sets of eight DIL selector switches (SW1 and SW2) are provided. SW1 is mounted on
the MPU5 Program card and is generally concerned with settings, which affect the program.
SW2 is mounted on the MPU5 board and these settings affect the general machine. Actual
settings for the option switches are machine-specific and are described in the Machine
Manual.

2.8 Resetting the MPU5 meters

The MPU5 meters for short-term accountancy can be reset to zero as described in
the Machine Manual. The meters for long term accountancy and service history (alarms) can
be reset only at the factory, or by use of a special Clear Down card as follows:

1. Switch off the machine at the mains supply.

2. Open the machine access door and locate the MPU5 module.

3. Remove the Program card by squeezing the side tabs and withdrawing the card from
the MPU5 connector.

4. Insert the Clear Down card into the MPU5 slot in place of the Program card until the
side tabs snap into position.

5. Close the machine access door.

6. Switch on the machine. The contents of the MPU5 non-volatile memory will be
automatically cleared accompanied by a series of audio bleeps. The clearing process is
complete when the audio indications have ceased.

7. Switch off the machine and open the access door. Remove the Clear Down card, fit
the Program card and restore the machine for normal operation.

2.9 Target payout percentage key

On UK AWP machines only, the target payout percentage is set by plugging a percentage key
into a 9-way D-type PERCENTAGE socket on the MPU5 Program card. A range of keys
from 70% to 98% payout is available and is listed in the Machine Manual, together with the
associated Barcrest part numbers.

2.10 Stake/jackpot key

On UK AWP machines only, the price of play (stake) and jackpot options are set by
plugging a stake/jackpot key into a 9-way D-type STAKE/JACKPOT plug on the MPU5
Program card. A range of colour coded and labelled keys, with associated part numbers, are
listed in the Machine Manual.
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2.11 Volume control

Setting of the volume control is completely controlled by software.

To alter the volume, press Hold B while turning the REFILL key. The Hold B and Hold C
buttons will now be flashing, music will be playing and the alphanumeric display will
indicate VOLUME (0-20) = n, where n is the current setting.

Pressing Hold B will increment the setting to increase the volume and pressing HOLD C
will decrement the setting to reduce the volume. When the desired setting has been
achieved, turning the REFILL key back to its original position will exit the volume setting
routine.

2.12 Float levels

When a machine is installed it is good practice to ensure that the payout tubes or hoppers are
full.  Refer to the relevant Machine Manual to carry out this procedure.

2.13 Demonstration of machine

Every machine may be operated in a demonstration mode, which allows all the features of
the game to be demonstrated or tested without the need to insert coins and without any actual
payout of prizes. In this mode, holds and wins can be induced by the use of control push
buttons to show the effects of the various play situations.

The demonstration process is machine-specific and is described fully in the Machine
Manual.
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3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The MPU5 system is a modular system comprising a number of key modules which in
combination provide a flexible, reliable and economic solution for today’s gaming machine.

The key modules are as follows:

1. MPU5 board.

2. MPU5 program card.

3. MUX5 board.

4. Reel assembly including the REEL5 control board.

5. Transformer/power supply and PSU interface board.

The key modules are interconnected by a proprietary Barbus power/data link, which provides
D.C. power supply routing and integrates the modules into a working system. Each end of the
Barbus data link is terminated at the PSU interface board.

All machines based on the MPU5 system use essentially the same modules as listed above,
sometimes with two MUX5 boards, and the modules are entirely interchangeable between
MPU5 machine types. The obvious advantages of this approach have been well demonstrated
with our previous MPU systems.

Note that key MPU5 modules are not interchangeable with those of previous Barcrest MPU
systems.

3.1 General

A distributed processing system is used in which the MUX5 board and the REEL5 control
board are intelligent modules having on-board embedded processors operating under the
overall control of the main processor on the MPU5 board. Communication between the
MPU5 board and the intelligent peripherals takes place via the Barbus, a proprietary
power/serial data link interconnecting all the intelligent modules and the Transformer/Power
Supply.

Fig. 3-1 shows how the various components are connected within a typical MPU5 machine.
The MPU5, MUX5 and REEL5 boards, together with the Transformer/Power Supply are
connected together via the Barbus. Other items, i.e. lamps, buttons, LED's, displays, switches,
coin mechanisms and data capture (Datapak) are interfaced through individual harnesses to
the MPU5 board directly or via MUX5 board(s).
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3.2
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3.3 MPU5 board

The MPU5 board is a single board controller comprising a microprocessor, memory and
various ports for driving, lamps, LED’s, alphanumeric displays and electro-mechanical
devices such as hoppers, and for receiving inputs from switches and pushbuttons etc. To
interface to the outside world, in-line connectors are terminated directly to the PCB and
mounted around the periphery of the unit, ensuring good mechanical support when plugging
or unplugging the connectors and minimising flexing of the PCB. The MPU5 board and its
enclosure are clipped into an injection-moulded frame, which is secured to the rear of the
machine cabinet, this allows easy replacement of the MPU5 board when required.

Electrical connections to the board terminations are made through cutaways in the moulded
housing by means of I.D.C. connectors, which are colour coded to distinguish between
connectors for lamps, switches etc. Other cutaways allow access to the DIL option switches
(described in the Machine Manual), a configuration key and the observation of various status
LED’s for power supplies and communications.

3.4 MPU5 program card

The MPU5 program card contains plug-in EPROM’s, which are loaded with the game
program for the machine. The card slots into a receptacle in the top of the MPU5 board
housing and mates with a 96-pin DIN connector on that board. Once in position integral
quick release latches in the housing secure the card.

3.5 MUX5 board

The MUX5 board provides additional ports and drivers to extend the capabilities of the MPU5
system, and includes an on-board processor to directly control these devices under supervision
of the MPU5 board. The board is mounted on injection moulded stand-off insulators behind
the top glass of the machine. In some machines two MUX5 boards may be fitted. The stand-
off insulators have special “squeezable” tops, which allow for the easy replacement of a
MUX5 board if required.

Electrical connection to the board is by means of I.D.C. connectors which are colour coded as
described for the MPU5 board.

3.6 REEL5 control board

The REEL5 control board controls between three and five reels, using an on-board processor,
which operates under supervision of the MPU5 board. On Barcrest reel assemblies it is fitted
behind the assembly and is secured by means of four spring tabs. Where used with Starpoint
or Gamesman reels it is secured to the reel base plate.

Electrical connections to the REEL5 control board are made by means of colour coded I.D.C.
connectors. Early versions of the board have a connector pin spacing of 0.156 in. Later
versions have a pin spacing of 0.1 in. to match the pin spacing of connections to the Starpoint
and Gamesman reels.
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3.8 Barbus

The Barbus is a proprietary bus, which combines RS485 serial data links and power lines.
As shown in Fig. 3-2, it is connected in a daisychain layout between the main modules of the
MPU5 system, beginning and ending at the PSU interface board (where fitted). Connection to
each module is via an 11-way I.D.C connector, which includes a polarising key at pin position
7 and has three elongated pins for the 0V connections, as shown in Fig. 3-3. This ensures that
when a module is replaced the 0V line is always the first line to be connected and the last to
be disconnected. In addition to the power supplies routed to modules around the Barbus,
+24V dc and -12V dc supplies are fed from one PSU interface board connector directly to the
MPU5 board and do not form part of the Barbus daisychain.

To reduce the power supply currents flowing in the Barbus the two connectors at the PSU
interface board are wired in parallel. Current is therefore supplied to each module over two
paths, halving the supply currents in the bus. Due to physical constraints one of the free
connectors is reversed so that the keyway is at pin position 5 and the pin numbers run in
reverse order, as shown in Fig. 3-4.

3.8.1 Serial link

The RS485 serial data link allows two-wire communications between the intelligent modules
at rates up to 100Kbytes/sec. The serial link is terminated at each end by resistors on the PSU
interface board (where fitted).

3.8.2 Addressing

The MPU5 board is the Master device on the Barbus, the MUX5 board(s) and REEL5 board
are slave devices. As shown in Fig. 3-4 the MPU5 board is connected to the slave boards by
six Barbus lines only, the remaining four lines are used by slave boards to provide individual
board addresses by means of links wired into the Barbus connectors. This allows up to eight
slaves of one type (e.g. MUX5 board) to be addressed, the type address being transmitted by
the MPU5 board via the serial data link.

3.9 Interconnections

All connections from the unit, with the exception of the Dataport, are through 156 type in-line
connectors. The headers (male pins) are positioned around the periphery of the printed circuit
board to provide good mechanical support and to minimise flexing. The 156 refers to the
pitch of the pins, being 0.156 inches or 3/16 inch. Connections from the Dataport are via an
industry standard 25-way D-type connector.
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3.9.2 I.D.C connectors

Wires to the MPU5 are terminated in female housings, normally using I.D.C. (insulation
displacement connection) or alternatively, crimped connections. I.D.C. termination offers the
advantages of reliability and economy; the wire is forced into a “U” groove in the terminal
which displaces the insulation and makes contact with the conductor underneath. The colour
of the nylon housing indicates for which gauge of wire the “U” groove is designed. In the
case of MPU5 systems most wires are 7/02 and therefore most of the I.D.C. housings are
coloured white.

Identification

The in-line I.D.C. connectors are identified in three ways: -

1. The number of ways - Varies from 4 to 24.

2. The colour of the cap - A colour coded cover clips into each
housing and holds the wires into location.

3. Position of the polarising key - Matches a missing male pin on the header.

Crimped in-line connectors are identified in a similar way, except the colour coding is applied
to the body of the housing rather than to the cap.

Connector orientation

Correct orientation of the connectors is clearly determined by physical constraints and
polarising key location, so the cable harness is handed and can only be physically connected in
one direction. Pin number identification is moulded onto the side of the housing. For
example, in the case of 5-way connectors, the inter-connector wiring is: -

1 - 5
2 - 4
3 - 3
key - key
5 - 1

3.9.3 I.D.C. lamp connections

All connections to I.D.C. lampholders use green and blue wiring, which is connected from
lamp to lamp as a matrix.

Each lamp is connected between a green "lamp drive" line and a blue "lamp select" line. The
green or blue wire is inserted to catch under the barbs of the moulding on the lampholder.
Should the wire become loose, move it sideways before pressing it down into the contact so
that the connection is made in a new position (see Fig. 3-5).

The green and blue wiring from lampholders on the top or bottom glass is routed to I.D.C.
connectors on the MPU5 board or the MUX5 board(s). The connector caps are coloured
green for identification. In general, the majority of lampholders in the top glass are supplied
from the MUX5 board(s).
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3.10 Metering

Three types of information display meter are fitted to the machine. Electro-mechanical meters
(optional) record cash in and cash out transactions, LCD meters replace the mechanical type
(see machine manual for more details), MPU5 electronic meters record accountancy and
machine history.

Electro-mechanical 7-digit meters for recording transactions operate from 12V D.C. and are
fitted to a panel located behind the outer cash box door at the front of the machine. Any and
all meters fitted as such are clearly labelled as to their function, typically as shown below.

METER No.

Function

Unit

A further REFILL meter (optional) is located in the top right corner of the top glass, in a
position where it can be read from outside the machine.

All meter information is stored and the meters are pulsed while the machine is in use so that
the game cycle is not interrupted.

Disconnection or short circuiting any of these meters causes an audio alarm.

3.10.1 MPU5 Electronic meters

On UK AWP machines only, three sets of MPU5 electronic meters are incorporated:

 short term accountancy

 long term accountancy

 service history

Meter display

To display the MPU5 electronic meters open the machine door, press and release the test
push-button (see machine specific manual for details), then fit and turn the refill key. The
information is then displayed on the alphanumeric display. If there is no alphanumeric display
on a particular machine, a portable alphanumeric display can be plugged into an ALPHA port
on the MPU5 or MUX5 board to read the data.

The short-term accountancy meters may be cleared using machine controls as described in the
relevant Machine Manual. The long-term accountancy and service history meters can be
cleared only at the factory or by the use of a Clear Down card to erase the contents of the
MPU5 non-volatile memory.  Instructions for using this card are given in Sect. 2.6.
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Data access

The method of gaining access to data on each meter, and the data displayed on the meters,
varies from machine to machine and between machines of different types such as AWP, Club
and overseas machines.  Refer to the appropriate Machine Manual for details.

3.10.2 LCD meters

Where fitted the meter is located in the top right corner of the top glass, in a position where it
can be read from outside the machine.

3.11 Transformer/power supply

The transformer and power supply are combined into one compact unit and provides all the dc
supplies required by the machine. The MPU 5 system originally had the Green label linear
supplies. The linear supply has been superseded by the Sanken Switch mode power supply
(see fig 3.6 and 3.7.

3.11.1 Electrical connections

Connection to the mains supply is through an I.E.C. Europlug, which also provides a
convenient means of isolating the MPU5 from any other mains driven circuits.
The transformer frame and all items of external metalwork are connected to mains earth.

Output connections are through a 17-way connector via paralleled 11-way Barbus connectors
and jumpers to similar Barbus connectors on the MPU5, MUX5 and REEL5 boards. All the
supplies are electrically isolated from mains earth and are isolated from each other until they
reach the MPU5, where they are all commoned to a single zero-volt point.

3.11.2 Linear Power supply outputs

The power supplies provided by the unit are as shown below. The fuses are all located on an
internal PCB and are accessed through the top panel. In addition a 3.15A fuse is provided to
protect the power supply mains input.

SUPPLY FUSE USE

+34V dc 10A  20mm Multiplexed lamp supply, Payout port,
Vend-bus.

+12V dc 10A  20mm Supply for +5V regulators, for reel stepper
motors, Dataport, Alpha displays, Meters
and Coins.

-12V dc 1A  20mm Dataport.

18.5V ac 10A  20mm Supply for PSU interface board to provide
+24V dc for Hoppers, Slides
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3.13 Switch Mode Power supply outputs

The power supplies provided by the unit are as shown below.

SUPPLY USE

+34V dc Multiplexed lamp supply, Payout port, Vend-
bus.

+12V dc Supply for +5V regulators, for reel stepper
motors, Dataport, Alpha displays, Meters and
Coins.

-12V dc Dataport and Sound

24V dc Supply for +24V dc for Hoppers, Slides

Fig. 3-7  Switch Mode Power Supply
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3.14 Reel assembly

3.14.1 General

The machine may be fitted with any of three types of reel assembly, by Barcrest, Starpoint or
Gamesman.

Barcrest assembly

The Barcrest reel assembly is constructed almost entirely of injection moulded plastic
components. A modular construction is used and consists mainly of several side frames,
each carrying a stepper motor, reel drum, opto and a lightbox for the adjacent drum, as
shown in Fig. 3-7. Captive spacers provide a means of locating the side frames with
reference to each other and three threaded tie rods passing through the spacers clamp the
whole into a rigid structure. All electrical connections are connected to the REEL5 control
board mounted at the rear of the reel assembly and which provides an intelligent interface
with the MPU5 board via the Barbus.

There are currently five types of reel assemblies for use in MPU5 based machines. These
are 3, 4 and 5 reel with normal width bands, and 3 and 4 reel with wide bands.

Many machines are fitted with a feature reel. This comprises a motor, reel drum and opto
mounted on an adjustable metal framework, which is secured to the cabinet.

Starpoint assembly

The Starpoint reel assembly is a single unit comprising an injection-moulded frame carrying
a stepper motor, reel drum, lightbox and opto, as shown in Fig. 3-8. Clipped to the reel
frame by three plastic spring lugs is a moulded plastic lightbox/motor housing which locates
the lamp assemblies and opto, and which provides an adjustable mounting for the stepper
motor. Reels are mounted side by side on a mounting plate, to which they are securely fitted
by means of Snap-On fixing feet.

Electrical connection to the reel assembly is via a 14-way I.D.C. connector mounted on the
frame. All connections are routed to the REEL5 control board, which is mounted separately
in the cabinet.

Gamesman assembly

The Gamesman reel assembly is a single unit comprising an injection-moulded frame
carrying a stepper motor, reel drum, lightbox and opto, as shown in Fig. 3-9. The stepper
motor is fitted to the frame by means of an adjustable mounting ring and the lightbox
mounting has sufficient adjustment to allow use of the reel in front or rear opening machines
without having to change the reel position. Reels are mounted side by side on a mounting
plate, to which they are securely fitted by means of Snap-On fixing feet.

Electrical connection to the reel assembly is via a 14-way I.D.C. connector slotted into the
frame and held in place by a retaining pin. All connections are routed to the REEL5 control
board, which is mounted separately in the cabinet.
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3.14.2 Stepper motor

Each reel is driven by a stepper motor having 48 steps and of a type identical to those used
on the MPU4 reel assembly.

The stepper motor consists of two stators each with twelve pole pairs and each with a
toroidal winding to two coils and a rotor which is common to both. The rotor consists of
two permanent magnets fixed to a common spindle, each magnet having poles to match its
stator. The second stator is rotationally offset from the first by half pole spacing (i.e. 7.5
degrees) so that by directionally energising both stators the motor has 48 stable positions.

Directional energising in this application is achieved by applying 12V D.C. drive through
switching transistors, to either the first or second winding on each stator. By changing the
sequence of the drive, the rotation of the rotor and its direction can be controlled in steps of
48 per revolution.

When stopped, one coil in each stator will be energised. In order to reduce the power
dissipation in the motor the REEL5 control board continuously switches the drive to these
two drives on and off at a frequency of 250Hz. For this reason the voltage across an
energised coil at standstill should read about 7 volts.

Barcrest assembly

The stepper motor is secured to the side frame by two cross head screws which pass through
a metal plate and adjusting slots in the frame, and through holes in the motor mounting
flange to captive threaded inserts in a clamping plate. These screws are tightened sufficient
to provide adequate clamping without causing distortion of the plastic side frame.

For feature reels, the motor is secured to a metal framework by two cross head screws which
pass through the motor flange and a plastic spacer, and are secured by captive nuts on a
clamping plate fitted to the reel side of the framework.

A red 7-way I.D.C. connector carries electrical connections from the REEL5 board directly
to the motor.

Starpoint assembly

The stepper motor is secured to the motor housing by two cross head screws, nuts and
washers. The screws pass through holes in the motor flange and through adjusting slots in
the plastic motor housing, so care is taken not to over tighten the screws and distort the
plastic.

A red 7-way I.D.C. connector carries electrical connections from the REEL5 board to the
14-way reel connector for connection to the motor.

Gamesman assembly

Two cross head screws secure the stepper motor flange to a plastic adjusting ring, which is
itself secured to the frame by two cross head screws passing through adjusting slots.

A red 7-way I.D.C. connector carries electrical connections from the REEL5 board to the
14-way reel connector for connection to the motor.
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Fig. 3-7  Reel assembly (Barcrest)
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3.14.3
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Fig. 3-8  Reel assembly (Starpoint)
Fig. 3-9  Reel assembly (Gamesman)
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3.14.4 Reel drum

Each reel drum consists of a three-part injection moulding comprising a drum and rim
moulded in white translucent plastic and an interrupter flag in black opaque material.

The drum is sandwiched to a diecast hub by a clamping plate and three self-tapping screws.
The hub is securely attached to the motor shaft by a roll pin passing through cross-holes
common to the shaft and hub.

The hole in the motor shaft is not referenced to any specific rotor-index position. It is
therefore necessary to provide a means of aligning the reel index positions to the reel side
frame. This is achieved by slots in the side frame which allow the motor body to be rotated
a few degrees about its axis before being clamped into position by its four fixing screws.

This alignment takes place in production and once set should never normally require to be
adjusted, unless the motor is removed from its frame for any reason. However it can easily
be checked in the field as described below.

3.14.5 Motor alignment

Motor to frame alignment can be checked as follows: -

1. Put the machine into Self-Test mode as described in Sect. 2.4.

2. The reels will revolve and come to rest with the first reel band symbol positioned on
the payline. For Barcrest reel assemblies a pointer moulded into and positioned near
the top of the side frame should exactly line up with the pointer moulded into the side
of the corresponding reel drum. (On Barcrest feature reels the drum pointer is
aligned with a slot in the frame.) For Starpoint and Gamesman reel assemblies the
LED, mounted on the frame above the 14-way connector, should extinguish.

3. If any mis-alignment is noted, this can be corrected by aligning the motor as
described in Sect. 6.

3.14.6 Photo electrics

Reel marker

The MPU5 can instruct the drive electronics to cause either forward or reverse direction of
the reel in discrete steps, but will not know the true position until it receives some tell-back
from the reel. This takes the form of a marker pulse occurring once per revolution and
corresponding to the first symbol on the reel band aligning with the payline. The marker
pulse is achieved by a flag attached to the reel drum interrupting a beam of light from a LED
source to a photocell, and is referred to as the interrupter flag.

When the machine is first switched on the reels spin at least two revolutions for the MPU5
to determine the exact reel position and check serviceability. If the photo circuit is not
interrupted during this initialisation an alarm condition is entered, with the identity of the
faulty reel indicated on the alphanumeric display.
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Photo components
The marker pulse received by the REEL5 control board from each photocell is processed by
the on-board single chip processor (CPU), which uses a counter to keep track of the reel
position referenced to the pulse. The illuminating LED’s are sourced across the 12V supply
through series resistors mounted on the photoboard and are driven by buffered signals from
the CPU.

The light from the LED’s is infrared and is not visible to the human eye. When the Self-Test
mode is entered the reels spin and index to the start of the reel band, and the obstruction of
the photo electrics by the flag is indicated by back illumination of the first symbol. Correct
functioning can be verified by manually adjusting the reel position and observing the points
of operation.

Barcrest assembly

The photo components are mounted on a small printed circuit board (photoboard) which is
fixed by two-socket head self-tapping screws to the reel side frame. A flying lead terminated
in a green 5-way connector interfaces each photoboard to the REEL5 control board.

Starpoint assembly

The components are mounted on a photoboard contained in a plastic moulding, which is
snapped into place on the frame, directly beneath the lightbox. The opto is fitted with a 3-
way plug to which connection is made via a 3-way I.D.C. free connector.

Gamesman assembly

The components are mounted on a photoboard contained in a plastic moulding, which is
fixed to the frame on a sliding scale by a cross head self tapping screw. Electrical
connection to the opto is by means of a 3-way I.D.C. connector.

3.14.7 Symbol illumination

MPU5 reel assemblies have the ability to back-illuminate the symbols independently on,
above, and below the payline. This is achieved by three lamps (six lamps for wide reels)
mounted within a lightbox and located within the translucent reel drum.

Barcrest assembly

The lightbox is clamped to the side frame by a single screw and may be adjusted through an
arc to permit exact alignment with the reel band. The necessary lamps are connected via a
blue 4-way I.D.C. connector to the REEL5 control board.

Starpoint assembly

The lightbox forms part of a plastic moulding which includes the motor housing and location
slots for the opto. The moulding is snapped in place on the frame and may be rotated
through a 90º arc for adjustment of reel and lamps to the winline. The lamps are connected
via the 14-way frame connector and a blue 4-way I.D.C. connector to the REEL5 control
board.
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Gamesman assembly

The moulded plastic lightbox slides in a channel round the circumference of the frame. The
channel is marked with a scale to allow calibrated adjustment over an arc of 180º so that the
reel assembly can easily be fitted to front or rear door machines. A countersunk cross head
screw locks the lightbox in the required position. The lamps are connected via the 14-way
frame connector and a blue 4-way I.D.C. connector to the REEL5 control board.

3.14.8 Reel bands

Reel bands for the MPU5 may have 12, 16 or 24 symbols and may be of a wide or narrow
type. The required number of “stops” is determined by the MPU5 program and makes no
difference to the rest of the reel assembly.

Bands, which are of the wider type, can only be fitted on reel assemblies that have larger
spacers fitted or on reel assemblies manufactured to take the wider reels.

The bands are designed to be easily removed and refitted without re-alignment being
necessary. Each band is securely located beneath the rim on each side of the drum. Two
notches near the start and finish of the band mate with a drive peg to ensure correct
alignment and prevent any slipping. On some early versions of the wider reel assemblies the
band is located under only one rim of the drum and secured to it by double sided sticky tape.

The transparent leader at the start of each band is printed with machine identification and
part number.

3.14.9 Reel assembly fixing

Barcrest assembly

A reel-mounting frame is screwed into the machine cabinet and provides a secure and
accurate location in which the reel assembly resides. The base of the reel side frames is
designed to mate with two latched location bars on the side frame. A third spring-loaded
sliding latch bar ensures the reel is securely locked into its correct location on the mounting
frame.

Starpoint and Gamesman assemblies

A reel mounting plate is fitted in the cabinet and provides a firm platform for the reel
assemblies. Front and rear fixing feet are screwed to the mounting plate to ensure the
accurate and secure location of each reel assembly. A tongue on the front of the assembly
base locates in the front fixing foot and the rear of the assembly is snapped in place on the
rear fixing foot.

3.14.10 Reel alarms

The MPU5 is normally programmed to monitor correct operation of the reel assembly and
give a warning alarm if a fault condition is detected. The alarm takes the form of an
alternating audio tone, flashing symbol illumination on the defective reel and an appropriate
alphanumeric caption.
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Set-up alarm

On initialisation, the MPU5 processor requires the cpu on the REEL5 control board to spin
the reels at least two revolutions to synchronise the cpu counters and to ensure that each reel
has stopped in a "flag off" position. A "Set-up" alarm is produced if an interrupter flag is
present on one or more reels. If the test is satisfactory the CPU is then required to spin the
reels to position "zero" where the interrupter flags should be seen. If one or more flags are
not seen, perhaps due to a faulty stepper motor, a "Set-up" alarm is produced. Enter the
Self-Test mode to verify the problem (Sect. 2.4.1).

Spin alarm

The REEL5 control board CPU controls the position of each reel by generating drive pulses
as required. The CPU loads a counter with the pulse count and then monitors the reel drives
to check that the required steps have occurred. A "Spin" alarm is produced if the actual
pulse count differs from the required value. This alarm is also generated during a reel spin if
an interrupter flag is seen other than 48 motor steps from when it was previously detected,
indicating that a reel has been prevented from rotating freely for some reason.

A useful facility is provided, in that with the machine doors sensed open the Self Test
routine can be entered from the alarm mode as normal (Sect. 2.4.1).
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4. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The MPU5 system comprises the following main modules:-
 MPU5 board – the main controller
 MPU5 program card – contains the game program
 MUX5 board – extends the MPU5 board drive capability
 REEL5 board – controls the game reels
 Transformer/Power supply and PSU interface board – provides d.c. supplies for the

machine

In this section the MPU5 system modules are described at a functional level, referenced to
block diagrams.

4.1 MPU5 board

The MPU5 board is a microprocessor control system (Fig. 4-1), centred on an embedded
68340 central processor operating with a 16-bit data bus and transferring data over the bus at a
rate of 12 Mbytes/sec. To control the gaming machine the board contains non-volatile data
memory and various input and output ports, and is interfaced to a plug-in program card
containing the game program.

Green LED's indicate presence of the power supplies and a red LED illuminates if the
processor has halted, e.g. on receipt of an illegal instruction. A bi-colour LED (red/green)
normally flashes green to show correct board operation - red and green flashing (coded) or no
illumination shows a fault condition, refer to Sect. 5.

Fig. 4-1 is a view of the MPU5 board, showing the layout of board headers and some major
components.  A block diagram is shown at Fig. 4-2.

4.1.1 Memory

The data memory comprises a minimum of 32 Kbytes of non-volatile (NV) memory which is
able to retain its data when the mains supply is interrupted. This memory is used to store data
for the electronic meters, store credit status and allow other game aspects to be preserved.
Links mounted on the pcb allow the fitting of various types of memory; jumpers are fitted at
the factory for the type of memory installed.

The power supply for the memory is monitored by the battery manager. If the supply fails, the
battery manager advises the main processor and switches an on-board battery to provide the
memory supply, thus preserving the integrity of the memory contents.

Continuous error checking is employed to check the integrity of the data, especially in
sensitive areas such as credit or winnings.  If an error is detected the data is reset to zero.

The sections of memory concerned with electronic metering can be cleared if required and the
method of doing this is described in the Machine Manual. The areas concerned with long
term accounting and machine history can be cleared only by means of a special Clear Down
card, the use of which is described in Sect. 2.6. All machines and spare units are fully cleared
before despatch from the factory.
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4.1.2 ASIC device

The ASIC is a single chip gate array programmed at the factory to provide address decoding
for the drivers for switches, lamps, LED's, meters and the coin mechanism.
In addition, it interfaces the digital signal processor in the AUDIO interface to the main
processor.

4.1.3 PAL device

The Programmable Array Logic (PAL) is a single chip device which provides address
decoding for the DUART device, for the ASIC and for the non-volatile (NV) memory.

4.1.4 DUART device

The Dual Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (DUART) MC68681 is a single chip
device providing parallel/serial conversion; this allows the main processor to communicate
via RS232 data links with the AUX PORT, DATAPORT and over the VEND-BUS.
In addition, the DUART outputs a SCLK clock via the 96-way port to the MPU5 program
card, and receives Lamp Sense, Meter Sense and Option Switch inputs for transmission to the
main processor. The DUART also produces four triggers for mosfets driving the coin payout
mechanism.

4.1.5 CPU BUS interface

The CPU BUS interface takes the form of a 96-way connector CON1 mounted in the centre of
the MPU5 main board, into which the MPU5 program card is plugged. The connector carries
the full CPU bus, comprising 16 data bits, 24 address bits, control signals and power lines for
+5V, ±12V and +24V, though only the +5V power line is used by the program card. Data is
transferred over the bus at rates up to 11 Mbytes/sec.

4.1.6 Configuration key

The "Dallas" button type configuration key is a 2-terminal device which contains data such as
the machine serial number and perhaps a real time clock. The key is fitted to the left hand end
of the plastic mounting frame located on the cabinet and makes contact with terminals on the
MPU5 board through a cutaway on the board. The key is fitted at the factory and no attempt
should be made to remove it otherwise the plastic frame may be damaged.
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4.1.7 Lamp drives

The MPU5 has the ability of directly controlling 64 individual 12V lamps. To provide this
capability in an efficient manner a time multiplexing technique is used.

The multiplexer uses an 8 x 8 matrix of lamps as shown in Fig. 4-3. The eight rows of select
and drive lines are connected to the MPU5 through a 17-way green LAMPS connector
(16 + keyway), the select wiring coloured blue and the drive wiring coloured green. Two
LAMPS connectors are provided, wired in parallel, to allow control of lamps in more than one
glass and therefore allow the easy replacement of individual glasses. Note that the total
number of lamps controlled via the two connectors does not exceed 64. All lamps are 12V
1.2W, wedge base.
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Lamp drive and select circuits

Fig. 4-4 shows how the lamp select and drive circuits within the MPU5 are connected to the
lamps and power supplies. The lamp select mosfets in the matrix are switched on sequentially
for 2ms in every 16ms period, forcing the appropriate lamp select line and corresponding
lamp connections to 0V. The lamp drive transistors are switched on as required, synchronised
to the lamp select timing, pulling the appropriate lamp drive line and corresponding lamp
connections up to +34V.

Each of the lamp drive transistors has its own current sensing circuit. This circuit is able to
sense an overcurrent situation to protect against short and open circuit lamps.
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Multiplexer timing

The timing of lamp select and drive signals is shown in Fig. 4-5. Since the illumination of
specific lamps will vary from game to game, the lamp drive lines are programmed to meet the
requirements of individual games. The lamp drive waveform shown in Fig. 10 is therefore
only typical.

The eight drive transistors are able to switch any of the eight lamp columns to +34V dc, thus
by synchronising the drive and select lines it is possible to switch any combination of the 64
lamps across 34 volts for 2ms every 16ms. Lamps illuminated in this way will have a
brightness equivalent to them being supplied directly with 12V dc (12V rms). However if the
voltage across such a lamp is measured with a normal voltmeter (reading average voltage),
only about 4 volts will be read a condition which greatly prolongs the life of the lamp.
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Lampholder diodes

The diode connected in series with each lamp is to prevent a condition commonly referred to
as “back feeding”. Because both sides of the lamps are switched, a secondary series path for
the current is created which would result in three of the lamps, which should be off, glowing
dimly for each lamp switched on. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4-6, where only lamp A
is required to be lit but lamps B, C and D will glow dimly because of the series circuit in
parallel with lamp A.

The effect of adding a diode in series with each lamp is shown in Fig. 4-7. Lamp A lights as
before but the diode in series with lamp D is reverse biased and prevents current flow through
lamps B, C and D. I.D.C. and clip-on lamp holders have the diodes combined and connected
to a dummy terminal. Lamps within the pushbuttons use an in-line diode with spade
connectors.
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4.1.8 Illuminated pushbuttons

The MPU5 has the ability to accept 16 inputs from illuminated pushbuttons, these signals are
input via a brown 13-way BUTTONS connector having a key at pin position 5.
The pushbutton lamps and switches are each connected in a 4 x 4 matrix as shown in Fig. 4-8,
with separate lamp driver and switch input lines and with shared select lines.

Lamps shown in Fig. 4-8 are the same lamps shown in the lamp matrix of Fig. 4-3, the
connections on the BUTTONS connector are wired in parallel with those on the LAMPS
connector. However a lamp used in a pushbutton cannot be selected for another purpose via
the LAMPS connector as the select lines are separate.
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4.1.9 Switch inputs

The MPU5 can accept 16 inputs from microswitches or similar devices. The switch signals
are input to the MPU5 board via a 9-way orange SWITCHES connector having a key at pin
position 2, and are connected as a 4 x 4 matrix, as shown in Fig. 4-9. All switches have
normally open contacts. A typical switch interface to the MPU5 is shown in Fig. 4-10. Each
select line is pulled low for 2ms in every 16ms period and sinks current through a closed
switch.  The relevant switch input transistor is turned on and outputs a signal to the processor.

4.1.10
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4.1.11 Coin mechanism interface

The machine coin input mechanism is interfaced to the the MPU5 system via a 24-way
ribbon cable and a black, uncapped 24-way COIN MECH connector as shown in Fig. 4-11.
The connector is identified on the MPU5 lid and is polarised to prevent incorrect connection
to the MPU5 board.

Each of the eight input lines from the coin mechanism is dedicated to a specific coin or
token, or may be used as a coin mechanism fault indicator. Actual usage of individual lines
is specific to a machine and depends on user requirements, so that not all of the input lines
may be used. The input lines are multiplexed onto the data bus by a 2 x 8-bit multiplexer,
along with inputs from the hoppers/slides and switches. When a coin is inserted into the
mechanism the appropriate input line goes high for approximately 80ms and the processor
reads this several times as the A1 address line toggles to enable the data onto the bus.

Up to eight outputs may be driven to the coin mechanism by open drain mosfets. These
outputs are generally used to prevent the appropriate coin mechanism from accepting coins.

Two +12V power supplies are output to the coin mechanism. A regulated "clean" supply for
the coin mechanism electronics is obtained from the +24V supply, and a "normal" +12V
supply is provided for solenoids.
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4.1.12 Payout interface

Up to four hoppers or slides may be fitted to a machine. The payout interface hardware is
identical for slides or hoppers but the software is different, so the actual configuration is
dependent on user requirements. As shown in Fig. 4-12, the hoppers or slides are interfaced
to the MPU5 via a white 14-way PAYOUT connector having a keyway at pin position 6.

The hopper/slide drives are provided by mosfets. Each mosfet is switched by the DUART
via a level shifting opto-coupler and produces a +24V drive for a hopper or slide
mechanism. Mosfets are protected by zener diodes against hopper/slide back emf generated
when the machine is switched off. The drive outputs are fed via the PAYOUT port to the
hoppers/slides as shown.

The PAYOUT port can accept up to four switch inputs which go to 0V when a switch is
made. These inputs are provided by a payout device to indicate that it requires filling and,
by means of a photo-cell, that coins are paid out. The switch input lines are multiplexed
onto the data bus by a 2 X 8-bit multiplexer, along with inputs from the machine switches
and coins.

To prevent unwanted operation of the hoppers/slides, e.g. by an unserviceable processor
triggering the drives randomly, each drive mosfet is supplied by a +24V Fused supply, fed
via a crowbar circuit. Normally, when a drive is activated the drive output attempts to
crowbar the +24V fused supply to 0V and disable the drive, but the processor sends an
Inhibit signal CBAR_INH to prevent this. For a random drive trigger the Inhibit is absent,
the supply is shorted to 0V and the resettable Polyfuse blows to disable the drive.
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4.1.13 Meter drives

The MPU5 board is capable of directly driving as many as eight 12V dc electro-mechanical
counters (meters). Connection is made to the meters via a white 13-way METERS
connector as shown in Fig. 4-13, the connector having a keyway at pin position 2. The
meters are supplied with +12V via circuitry within the MPU5 board which has the ability to
sense whether the meters are correctly connected. This facility may be programmed to give
an alarm condition and prevent operation of the machine if, for example, the meter
connector is disconnected.

The eight meter drivers are contained in a single chip, each comprising a mosfet which sinks
the meter current when switched on by the relevant bit on the data bus. A 50V zener diode
is wired across each mosfet to limit the back emf to a safe value when the machine is
switched off.
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4.1.14 LED displays

Up to eight 7-segment LED displays, with decimal point, can be directly connected to the
MPU5 board through a yellow 17-way LEDS connector having a keyway at pin position 13.
The displays may be common anode or common cathode, but are generally common anode
as shown in Fig. 4-14.

The common anodes of up to eight LED digits are switched individually to the +5V by pnp
transistors, each configured as a 60mA constant current drive. This eliminates the need for
transistors and resistors on the display boards. The digit drives are energised in a pattern as
required by the game program.

The like cathode segments of the LEDs are connected in parallel and a mosfet in each of the
eight segment select lines switches them to 0V in sequence for a 2ms period every 16ms. In
any specific LED a selected segment is lit when the LED is energised by its digit drive line.
A diode in series with each select line protects the LED from +34V which can be present
when the mosfet is selecting components in other interfaces.
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4.1.15 Alphanumeric display

Provision to drive the Barcrest Alphanumeric Display is made through a black 7-way
ALPHA connector on the MPU5 board, having a keyway at pin position 5. A simple jumper
harness links through to a similar connector on the display pcb.

The interface signals and connections are shown in Fig. 4-15, all signals being at TTL levels.
Data (ALPHA_DATA) is fed from the DUART to the display serially in synchronism with
with a clock signal ALPHA_CLK, at variable rates up to approximately 100kbits/sec. The
DUART outputs are protected by Zener diodes against possible +12V under fault conditions.

Before initialisation takes place it is quite normal to have random characters shown on the
display, so a reset signal ALPHA_RES is used during initialisation to blank the display .

If a machine is not fitted with an alphanumeric display because of specific game
requirements, the data is still available at the ALPHA port and can be displayed by plugging
in a portable Barcrest Alphanumeric Display.
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4.1.16 Auxiliary port

To enable a variety of peripheral devices to be easily interfaced to the MPU5 and to provide
for future expansion of facilities, an uncommitted 8-bit parallel port with two handshake
lines is provided on a grey 15-way AUX PORT connector as shown in Fig. 4-16. In
addition, the AUX PORT connector carries +5V and +12V supplies to power external
electronic circuits as required.

The eight data lines AUX0.0 to AUX0.7 are TTL compatible and may be programmed by
the MPU5 to act as inputs or outputs. The data lines and the handshake inputs /AUX_INT0
and /AUX_INT1 are passed through L-C filters to prevent the radiation of EMC. The
AUX_STRB signal is available to strobe data to or from external equipment. The MPU5
circuits are protected by zener diodes on all signal lines.
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4.1.17 Auxiliary RS232 interface

A simple, small auxiliary RS232 interface is provided on a brown 7-way AUX-RS232
connector having a keyway at pin position 6. The interface is industry standard as shown in
Fig. 4-17, having /AUX_TXD and /AUX_RXD serial data lines, and /AUX_CTS and
/AUX_RTS handshake lines. This interface is suitable for a wide variety of off-the-shelf
peripheral devices such as note acceptors, coin validators, printers etc.

A power supply of +12V is included for use by peripheral devices.

4.1.18 Dataport interface

To enable the MPU5 to be easily and securely interfaced to a Datapak, which may be
specified to back up the electronic metering and provide a downloadable machine event
store, an industry standard Dataport is fitted. This comprises a 25-way D-type socket,
identified on the MPU5 lid, for serial transmit/receive signals and with +12V and -12V
power supplies, as shown in Fig. 4-18.

The Dataport is also compatible with the RS232 standard used as a serial interface
throughout the electronics industry; this provides an easy means of connecting peripheral
devices such as printers, terminals and modems.
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4.1.19 Audio interface

A sophisticated audio interface is included in the MPU5 system, producing CD quality
stereo sound as part of the game. The audio circuits are interfaced to speakers and other
equipment via a blue 9-way AUDIO connector as shown in Fig. 4-19. The connector has a
keyway at pin position 6.

The requirements of the MPU5 program card are interfaced by the ASIC as 8-bit data to the
digital signal processor (DSP) which outputs sound signals as serial data to a digital-to-
analogue converter (DAC). Under control of the ASIC, the DAC converts the serial data
into analogue audio signals for the stereo amplifier, which drives the right (R) and left (L)
cabinet speakers via the AUDIO connector as shown. Note that the speakers should be
connected as shown to give the correct phasing; if they are wired incorrectly the power
output will not be affected but there will be some loss of bass response. The electrolytic
capacitor provides an effective ground for the R- and L- terminals at audio frequencies.

The right and left speakers each deliver 6W audio power. If required, a mono system may be
used which can deliver four times the power from one speaker connected between the R+
and L- terminals.

Sound signals from an external source such as a CD player can be input to the AUDIO
connector as AUDIO_INR (pin 7) and AUDIO_INL (pin 8) signals, for right and left inputs
respectively. This facility is intended for a source controlled by the MPU5 and which is
required to be mixed with the normal stereo signals.

The MIC input to the AUDIO connector allows a microphone fitted to the cabinet interior to
monitor the general sound level around the machine. If required, the machine audio output
may be set, by software, to vary so that it is always heard above the general sound level.
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4.1.20 Barbus interface

The proprietary Barbus is a combined power bus and serial data link connected in a daisy
chain layout between the machine modules as shown in Figure 3-2. The Barbus is connected
to the MPU5 board via a red 11-way BARBUS connector as shown in Fig. 4-20, the
connector having a keyway at pin position 7.

Power bus lines are input as shown, the +34V and +12V lines being fused. +5V for the
MPU5 circuits is obtained from the +12V line, using a monolithic voltage regulator. The
+5V line is protected by a crowbar circuit in case a faulty voltage regulator should attempt to
place an excessively high voltage on the line, in which case the crowbar operates to blow the
fuse and disable the power line. The -12V is provided to supply a Datapak when required,
the +24V is used by the Coins and Hopper/Slide interfaces.

The 2-wire RS485 data link is controlled by a BARBUS_DIR signal from the MPU which
sets it to send or receive COMMS+/COMMS– data at rates up to 100Kbytes/sec.
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4.1.21 Vend-bus interface

The emerging industry standard Vend-bus interface is provided to allow the interfacing of
vending or similar equipment to the MPU5 system. Equipment is interfaced via the violet
9-way VEND-BUS connector having a keyway at pin position 3, as shown in Fig. 4-21.

The MPU outputs serial data via the DUART as the VEND_TXD signal and receives serial
data as the VEND_RXD signal. These signals are interfaced to external equipment in three
different ways, though not all simultaneously.

1. The TX VEND output is provided to interface with a opto receiver in external
equipment, the RX VEND input is intended to interface with an opto transmitter in
that equipment.

2. A TTL level serial link is provided, where The TX OC signal is output to suitable
equipment and the RX VEND signal is input to the MPU5 at TTL levels. This
interface therefore cannot be used simultaneously with the TX/RX VEND interface
described above.

3. The RS232 interface is industry standard, allowing communications between the
MPU5 and sophisticated peripheral equipment.

Power supplies of +34V and +12V are provided for use by the external equipment, the +12V
being for electronic circuits.
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4.2 MPU5 program card

The program required to run any specific game is contained in the MPU5 program card, which
slots into a recess in the top of the MPU5 board plastic moulding and connects to the CPU bus
via a 96-way connector.  A block diagram of the program card is shown in Fig. 4-22.

Located on the program card are EPROM chips containing the game program. These chips
are controlled directly by the MPU5 processor, via the CPU bus.

Also located on the program card is a single chip processor (cpu) which reads the status of
various switches and plug-in keys, then transfers the data serially to the MPU5 board.
In normal operation the cpu operates at a rate determined by the 3.68 Mhz SCLK input from
the CPU bus. When the machine is switched off the cpu is powered by a back-up battery
supply and operates at a reduced rate determined by a 32 Khz crystal; in this mode the cpu is
restricted to operating as a real time clock, counting seconds and time of day etc.

4.2.1 EPROM memory

The program for any specific game is held in EPROM, in the form of 1 Mbyte chips, or in
½ Mbyte flash memory chips. Depending on game requirements, up to 8 Mbytes of EPROM,
or 6 Mbytes of EPROM plus 2 Mbytes of static RAM may be provided, the stored data is
accessed at rates of up to 11 Mbytes/second. Data transfers from the EPROMs are controlled
by the PAL device. When selected in pairs by the PAL and addressed via the 24-bit address
bus, each EPROM provides 8 bits of a 16-bit word which is output via the CPU bus to the
MPU5 board.

Both the EPROM and RAM devices are plugged into the program card to allow easy
replacement in the field.  Instructions for changing these devices are provided in Sect. 6.

4.2.2 Static RAM memory

Depending on game requirements, 2 Mbytes of static RAM memory may be provided, in the
form of 1 Mbyte chips, for the storage of variable data. This data is transferred between the
RAM and the CPU bus under control of the PAL device. When selected by the PAL and
addressed via the address bus, data is transferred between each pair of RAM chips and the
CPU bus as a 16-bit word.

Protection is provided for stored data during RESET states at switch on or off, so it is not
possible for random data to be written accidentally into the RAM.

4.2.3 Back-up battery

A back-up Ni-Cad 2.6V battery and associated battery manager are provided to maintain the
contents of the static RAM when the machine is switched off. The battery manager monitors
the +5V supply and switches in the battery when the supply has dropped to +2.4V. In this
situation the back-up battery also powers the on-board processor to function at a reduced
status.
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4.2.4
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4.2.5 PAL decoder

Address decoding is carried out by a Programmable Array Logic (PAL) comprising two chips
which are programmed at the factory to produce the outputs required to control data transfers
between EPROM and RAM devices, and the CPU bus. In addition to this, the PAL transfers
single bit data between the on-board processor and the CPU bus and provides a clock for the
processor during power down periods.

4.2.6 CPU bus interface

The program card is interfaced to the MPU5 board via the 96-way CPU bus connector, as
shown in Fig. 4-22. The CPU bus comprises a 16-bit data bus, 24-bit address bus, control and
handshake signals, and a 12V power supply for card electronics.

4.2.7 Switches and keys

The program card contains option switches and a test switch, a percentage key and
stake/jackpot key, The function of these switches and keys is machine specific and is
described in the appropriate Machine Manual. An on-board 8-bit processor (cpu) interfaces
with these switches and keys, selecting them individually and reading their status as 4-bit data.
The switch or key status is transferred back to the MPU5 processor in serial form via the D0
bit of the CPU bus.  A typical interface is shown in Fig. 4-23.
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4.4 MUX5 board

Most gaming machines use more lamps, LEDs and illuminated push buttons than can be
controlled directly by the MPU5 board. The MUX5 board is shown in Fig. 4-24 and provides
the MPU5 system with the ability to control additional devices as follows:-

128 lamps
64 LED segments (i.e. eight 7-segment displays with decimal point)
16 illuminated push buttons
Alphanumeric display

The MUX5 board is controlled by the MPU5 system via the Barbus bi-directional serial link
at data rates up to 100 Kbits/second.

4.4.1 Processor

The various drivers on the MUX5 board are directly controlled by an 8-bit single chip
processor (cpu) in response to MPU5 system commands. The cpu runs at a clock frequency of
either 16 Mhz or 12 Mhz, the device and associated crystal being selected during manufacture.

The cpu receives serial data via the Barbus interface corncerning changes required to the
pattern of illuminated lamps, push buttons, alphanumeric displays and LEDs. Required data
is strobed from two parallel ports through open drain latches to the appropriate interface
drivers. A third parallel port provides control signals and strobes for the various interfaces,
and accepts a Lamp Sense input from the lamp driver circuits.

4.4.2 Lamp drives

The lamp drive interfaces are the same as the MPU5 interface described in Sect. 4.1.7, but on
the MUX5 board there are two such interfaces enabled by different strobe signals. One
interface has outputs to two green 17-way connectors LAMPS1 and LAMPS2, wired in
parallel, the other has outputs to a blue 17-way LAMPS3 connector. As on the MPU5 board,
each connector has blue select wiring and green drive wiring.

A total of up to 128 lamps can be wired to the LAMPS connectors. The LAMPS1 and
LAMPS2 connectors can be wired with any combination of lamps provided the total number
of lamps does not exceed 64.  The LAMPS3 connector can be wired with up to 64 lamps.

Lamp current sensing

The lamp current sensing circuit monitors the cold switch-on current of each selected lamp,
providing a short 5.1V pulse to the cpu for a serviceable lamp. If no pulse is received,
probably due to an open circuit lamp, no action is taken until a Self Test routine is carried out.
If the received pulse is at 5.1V for the entire 2ms selection period, probably due to a short
circuit lamp, the cpu tries several times to select the lamp, then removes power from the group
of lamps containing the unserviceable device for approximately four seconds before repeating
the selection attempt.
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4.4.3 Buttons interface

The MUX5 board can interface with 16 illuminated pushbuttons via a brown 13-way
BUTTONS connector having a keyway at pin position 11. The interface functions as
described in Sect. 4.1.8 for the MPU5 board, except that the lamps and switches are each
wired into a 2 x 8 matrix as shown in Fig. 4-25. The diode in the switch input line protects
the transistor against +34V which might appear on the line under certain fault conditions.
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4.4.4 Barbus interface

The Barbus interface shown in Fig. 4-26 is based on the MPU5 board interface described in
Sect. 4.1.19 and is connected to the MUX5 board via a red 11-way BARBUS connector
having a keyway at pin position 7.

The Barbus provides a +34V supply for lamps and a +12V supply for electronics; these
supplies are protected by on-board fuses.

Because the MUX5 board does not require +24V and -12V supplies, and is also a slave on the
Barbus, the +24V and -12V inputs are replaced by board address connections. Board
addressing functions are described in Sect. 3.6. The on-board cpu reads the trinary ADD0 and
ADD1 inputs, which can either be floating at +2.5V, else linked to +5V or 0V to give 27
possible address combinations. Address links, which are fitted to the free connector at the
factory, may be any of those shown in Fig. 3-4. The address links which are fitted are
machine specific and are shown in the relevant Machine Manual.

The +5V used for board addressing is tapped from the regulated Vcc supply, which is
obtained from the +12V supply by a 5V monolithic voltage regulator.

The 2-wire RS485 data link is controlled by a /TXEN signal from the on-board cpu which sets
it to send or receive COMMS+/COMMS– data at rates up to 100Kbytes/sec. At switch-on the
serial link monitor circuit produces a short low-level /RESET pulse to initialise the cpu, after
which the RX line of the RS485 serial link is continuously monitored. If the RX line remains
low to indicate a "break" situation, the cpu is reset.
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4.4.5 LED displays

The MUX5 board can drive up to eight LED displays, each comprising seven segments plus a
decimal point. The interface is identical to that used in the MPU5 board, described in
Sect. 4.1.13 and shown in Fig. 4-14. The yellow 17-way LEDS connector is identical to that
used in the MPU5 board interface, having a keyway at pin position 13.

4.4.6 Alphanumeric display

The Alphanumeric Display interface is identical that used in the MPU5 board, described in
Sect. 4.1.14 and shown in Fig. 4-15. The black 7-way ALPHA connector is identical to that
used in the MPU5 board interface, having a keyway at pin position 5.

4.4.7 Status indication

Power

A green LED located adjacent to the +34V fuse FS2 indicates a healthy status of the +34V
supply.

Communications

A bi-colour STATUS red/green LED is located adjacent to the processor. The LED indicates
as follows:

1. On power up the LED shows red, then green, then out, then flickers green to show data
is being received. At the end of a message the LED shows green for a brief period
until the next message begins.

2. If there is a fault at power up, the LED shows red.

3. If the LED remains extinguished, there is no communication with the MPU5 board.
This could be due to power failure (e.g. 12V fuse).
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4.5 REEL5 control board

The REEL5 control board, shown in Fig. 4-27, provides direct control of up to five reels,
under supervision of the MPU5 board. An 8-bit on-board processor (cpu) controls each reel
independently, receiving reel positioning requirements from the MPU5 board via the Barbus
serial data link and generating position demands via 8-bit parallel ports.

Each reel is controlled via three interfaces. The reel stepper motor is driven via a REEL
interface, a LAMP interface controls the lamps illuminating the reel symbols and an OPTO
interface receives a reel marker pulse enabling the cpu to determine the reel position at any
time. An additional STROBE interface can provide strobe signals which may be used by
certain games.
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4.5.1 REEL interface – Barcrest Reels

The REEL5 control board drives each of the machine reels via a red 7-way REEL connector
as shown in Fig. 4-27.  The connector has a keyway at pin position 5.

When the MPU5 processor requires a reel to change position it transmits data to the REEL5
control board via the Barbus serial link. The REEL5 cpu produces a 4-bit pattern of pulses
from the relevant parallel port, these pulses are amplified by current drivers and are output to
the reel motor to drive the reel to the required position.

The diodes in the motor drive lines protect the drivers from back emf generated by the motor
windings when the machine is switched off.
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Fig. 4-27  Typical REEL interface for one reel
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4.5.2 REEL interface – Starpoint and Gamesman

The REEL5 control board drives each of the machine reels via a red 15-way REEL connector
as shown in Fig. 4-28.  The connector has a keyway at pin position 9.

When the MPU5 processor requires a reel to change position it transmits data to the REEL5
control board via the Barbus serial link. The REEL5 cpu produces a 4-bit pattern of pulses
from the relevant parallel port, these pulses are amplified by current drivers and are output to
the reel motor to drive the reel to the required position.

The diodes in the motor drive lines protect the drivers from back emf generated by the motor
windings when the machine is switched off.
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4.5.3 LAMP interface – Barcrest Reels

The lamp matrix is a 5 x 3 matrix comprising five reels each having three lamps, and is
connected to the REEL5 board via a blue 7-way connector having a keyway at pin position 2.

The typical lamp drive and select circuit shown in Fig. 4-29 is similar to that on the MPU5
board and functions as described in Sect. 4.1.7. However, the series diode for each lamp is
located on the REEL5 board and the drive inputs for the three lamps on each reel are
commoned on the REEL5 board to allow for easy replacement of unserviceable lamps.
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4.5.4 LAMP interface – Starpoint and Gamesman Reels

The lamp matrix is a 5 x 3 matrix comprising five reels each having three lamps, and is
connected to the REEL5 board via a red 15-way connector having a keyway at pin position 9.

The typical lamp drive and select circuit shown in Fig. 4-30 is similar to that on the MPU5
board and functions as described in Sect. 4.1.7. However, the series diode for each lamp is
located on the REEL5 board and the drive inputs for the three lamps on each reel are
commoned on the REEL5 board to allow for easy replacement of unserviceable lamps.
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4.5.5 OPTO interface – Barcrest reels

The OPTO interface, shown in Fig. 4-31, allows the on-board cpu to determine the reel
position. An infra-red LED and associated photo transistor are mounted on an OPTO pcb
fitted to the reel frame. An opto tab is fitted to the reel at position zero and interrupts the light
source once per revolution of the reel to produce a low pulse from the transistor emitter at
position zero.

The OPTO pcb is interfaced to the REEL5 board via a green 5-way OPTO connector having a
keyway at pin position 2. The marker pulse at pin 4 is input to a parallel port of the cpu
together with marker pulses from the other reels.
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Fig. 4-31  Typical OPTO interface for one reel
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4.5.6 OPTO interface – Starpoint and Gamesman

The OPTO interface, shown in Fig. 4-32, allows the on-board cpu to determine the reel
position. An infra-red LED and associated photo transistor are mounted on an OPTO pcb
fitted to the reel frame. An opto tab is fitted to the reel drum and interrupts the light source
once per revolution of the reel to produce a low pulse from the transistor emitter.

The OPTO pcb is interfaced to the REEL5 board via a red 15-way connector having a keyway
at pin position 9. The marker pulse at pin 6 is input to a parallel port of the cpu together with
marker pulses from the other reels.
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4.5.7 STROBE signals

The strobe signals STROBE1 and STROBE2 are provided for games which require a strobe
light to flash, synchronised to the reel steps so as to provide animation as seen by the player.
For machines using strobe signals, these are output via a 6-way STROBE connector having a
keyway at pin position 3.

4.5.8 Barbus interface

Power supplies and serial communications are interfaced to the REEL5 control board via a
Barbus interface which is identical to that on the MUX5 board and described in Sect. 4.3.4.
The Barbus is interfaced via a red 11-way BARBUS connector having a keyway at pin
position 7.Status indication

Power

A green LED located adjacent to the REEL5 motor connector indicates a healthy status of the
+34V supply.

Communications

A bi-colour STATUS red/green LED is located midway between the REEL4 and LAMP4
connectors.  The LED functions exactly as described in Sect. 4.3.7 for the MUX5 board.

Issue 136
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The +34V supply rail is monitored by an LED, which glows green to show a healthy supply.

On power-up a bi-colour Status LED glows red, then green, then off, then flickers green to
indicate comms activity.  At the end of a message the LED glows steady green.

If there is a fault on power-up or during operation, the status LED glows red.

If the Status LED is off, there is no communication with the MPU5 board. Check the +12V
fuse; if the fuse is serviceable switch the machine off and on and check that the power-up
sequence is obtained. If the sequence is not obtained, check that the +12V LED is lit on the
MPU5 board, if it is not lit check the +12V fuse on the Transformer/Power supply unit.

REEL5 control board

The fuses and Status LEDs on the REEL5 control board are as described for the MUX5 board
in Sect. 5.3 above, except that the Status LED flashes more slowly during comms than does the
MUX5 Status LED.

Alarm messages

When an alarm occurs during normal operation a message is shown on the alphanumeric
display.  The message generally comprises three parts, which are displayed in succession.

1. The first display shows the alarm number, e.g.

ALARM 54 – 11

The first two digits are the BACTA industry alarm code. The second two digits are the
Barcrest alarm code. The first of these digits is the alarm class, as described in Sect.
5.7, and also the number of red flashes of the MPU5 board Status LED. The second
digit is the specific alarm and also the number of green flashes. Note that where the
alarm number is hexadecimal e.g. A or B, the number of green flashes is the decimal
equivalent, e.g. 10 or 11.

2. The second display identifies the alarm, e.g.

CPU BUS ERROR

3. The third display adds extra information pertinent to the fault, which would be useful to
a depot engineer, e.g.

pc 1250

A complete list of alarm messages, related to the associated BACTA and Barcrest fault code
numbers, is shown in the following sections.



Effect of alarms

Depending on the severity of the fault, alarms can affect machine operation in three ways,
which are described as FATAL, RESET or IGNORE as follows:

1. FATAL. The machine ceases operation and displays the alarm as described in
Sect. 5.7. To reset this alarm it is necessary to switch the machine off and
on again, or to open and close the door.

2. RESET. If the machine has been running for less than one minute, the alarm is
treated as FATAL.  Otherwise the machine resets itself and logs the alarm.

3. IGNORE. The alarm does not affect machine operation, but is logged.

The effect on the machine for each type of fault is shown in Sect. 5.7.

Class of alarm

The various alarms, which can occur on the MPU5 system, may be grouped into ten classes,
which are described in the following sections. When a fault occurs the class of alarm is shown
by the first digit of the Barcrest alarm number.

Class 1 alarms

Known as processor exceptions, these are errors detected by the CPU. They can be caused by
hardware faults in components on the CPU bus, e.g. CPU, RAM, PROMs, DUART etc. They
can also be caused by radio frequency interference (RFI), electrostatic discharge (ESD) or
software faults.  Data relating to these alarms is shown below.

STATUS
LED

FLASHES
(RED -

GREEN)

BACTA.
Code

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

1 - 1 54 11 CPU BUS ERROR RESET

1 - 2 54 12 ADDRESS ERROR RESET

1 - 3 54 13 ILLEGAL INSTRUCT RESET

1 - 4 54 14 DIVIDE BY 0 RESET

1 - 5 54 15 BOUNDS CHECK RESET

1 - 6 54 16 OVERFLOW TRAP RESET

1 - 7 54 17 BAD INTERRUPT RESET

1 - 8 54 18 UNUSED TRAP RESET

1 - 9 54 19 BAD STACK FORMAT RESET



STATUS
LED

FLASHES
(RED -

GREEN)

BACTA.
Code

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

1 - 10 54 1A UNINIT IVECTOR RESET

1 - 11 54 1B PRIV VIOLATION RESET

1 - 12 54 1C TRACE EXCEPTION RESET

1 - 13 54 1D BREAKPOINT RESET

1 - 14 54 1E RESERVED VECTOR RESET

1 - 15 54 1F WATCH DOG RESET IGNORE

Class 2 alarms

These are caused by hardware faults on the MPU5 board. Most alarms of this class are
generated during power up self-test.  Data relating to these alarms is shown below.

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
Code.

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

2 - 1 53 21 RAM TEST FAILED FATAL

2 - 2 54 22 68340 PIT FAILED FATAL

2 - 2 54 22 68340 TIMER FAIL FATAL

2 - 2 54 22 68340 DMAC FAIL FATAL

2 - 2 54 22 68340 SER FAIL FATAL

2 - 3 54 23 68681 DUART FAIL FATAL

2 - 3 54 23 68681 TIMER FAIL FATAL

2 - 4 54 24 ASIC TEST FAILED FATAL

2 - 5 54 25 89321 DSP FAILED FATAL

2 - 6 32 26 DRIVE TR FAILED FATAL

2 - 7 31 27 ENABLE TR FAILED FATAL

2 - 8 54 28 NO 24V DRIVE FATAL

2 - 9 54 29 24V DRIVE SENSE FAULT FATAL

2 – 10 54 2A METER SENSE FAIL FATAL



STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
Code.

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

2 – 10 54 2A LCD METER FAIL FATAL

2 – 10 54 2A LCD METER CHANGED FATAL

2 – 11 54 2B RTC FAILED FATAL

2 – 12 42 2C BATTERY FLAT FATAL

Class 3 alarms

These are caused by faults on the MPU5 program card. Data relating to these alarms is shown
below.

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
Code.

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

3 - 1 51 31 PROM CHECKSUM FATAL

3 - 2 51 32 PROM INTEGRITY NO DSP FATAL

3 - 2 51 32 PROM MISSING FATAL

3 - 3 51 33 MISSING APP PROM FATAL

3 - 4 51 34 PROMS MISPLACED FATAL

3 - 5 51 35 PROMS SWAPPED FATAL

3 - 6 52 36 NO CHARACTERISER FATAL



Class 4 alarms

These alarms are the result of inconsistencies detected during software checks. They can be
caused by software faults or hardware problems with the memory. They can also be caused by
RFI or ESD.  Data for these alarms is shown below.

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
No.

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

4 - 1 90 41 SOFTWARE CHECK RESET

4 - 2 90 42 STACK ERROR RESET

4 - 3 90 43 STACK OVERFLOW RESET

4 - 4 53 44 INSUFFICIENT RAM FATAL

4 - 5 90 45 SOFTWARE WARNING IGNORE

4 - 6 90 46 VERSION UPDATE IGNORE

4 - 7 90 47 RANGE CHECK IGNORE

4 - 8 42 48 MEMORY CLEARED IGNORE

4 - 9 48 49 TAMPER CHECK IGNORE

4 – 10 45 4A NEW SJ KEY IGNORE

4 – 11 90 4B FLASH UPDATE IGNORE

4 – 11 90 4B IRDA ACCESS IGNORE

4 – 12 90 4C BOUND ERROR IGNORE

4 – 13 90 4D UNUSED INPUT FATAL

4 – 14 90 4E UNUSED MEMORY FATAL



Class 5 alarms

These alarms are caused by faults on the MUX5 board.  Data for these alarms is shown below.

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
code.

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

5 - 1 30 51 MUX UNIT MISSING FATAL

5 - 2 30 52 MUX UNIT FAILED RESET

5 - 3 30 53 MUX UNIT RESET RESET

5 - 4 30 54 MUX NOT RESET FATAL

5 - 5 30 55 MUX UNIT OLD VER FATAL

5 - 6 32 56 MUX DRV TR FAIL FATAL

5 - 7 31 57 MUX ENB TR FAIL FATAL

Class 6 alarms

These alarms are caused by faults on the REEL5 board. Data relating to these alarms is shown
below.

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
code.

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

6 - 1 20 61 REEL UNIT MISSING FATAL

6 - 2 20 62 REEL UNIT FAILED RESET

6 - 3 20 63 REEL UNIT RESET RESET

6 - 4 20 64 REEL NOT RESET FATAL

6 - 5 20 65 REEL UNT OLD VER FATAL

6 - 6 32 66 REEL DRV TR FAIL FATAL

6 - 7 31 67 REEL ENB TR FAIL FATAL

6 - 9 20 69 WRONG REEL TYPE FATAL



5.0.1 Class 7 alarms

These alarms are caused by coin input errors.  Data for these alarms is shown below.

MESSAGE BARCREST
No.

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
No.

ALARM
EFFECT

5P COIN TIMING 71 7 - 1 14 FATAL

5P COIN LOCKED 72 7 - 2 14 FATAL

10P COIN TIMING 73 7 - 3 14 FATAL

10P COIN LOCKED 74 7 - 4 14 FATAL

20P COIN TIMING 75 7 - 5 13 FATAL

20P COIN LOCKED 76 7 - 6 13 FATAL

50P COIN TIMING 77 7 - 7 12 FATAL

50P COIN LOCKED 78 7 - 8 12 FATAL

PND COIN TIMING 79 7 - 9 11 FATAL

PND COIN LOCKED 7A 7 - 10 11 FATAL

2 PND COIN TIMING 7B 7 - 11 11 FATAL

2PND COIN LOCKED 7C 7 - 12 11 FATAL

TOKEN TIMING 7D 7 - 13 15 FATAL

TOKEN LOCKED 7E 7 - 14 15 FATAL

COIN MECH ERROR 7F 7 - 15 19 FATAL



5.0.2 Class 8 alarms

These alarms are caused by coin output errors.  Data for these alarms is shown below.

MESSAGE BARCREST
No.

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
No.

ALARM
EFFECT

PND HOPPER JAM 81 8 - 1 17 FATAL

PND OPTO ERROR 82 8 - 2 17 FATAL

PND OPTO BLOCKED 83 8 - 3 17 FATAL

TOKEN HOPPER JAM 84 8 - 4 17 FATAL

TOKEN OPTO ERROR 85 8 - 5 17 FATAL

TOK OPTO BLOCKED 86 8 - 6 17 FATAL

LEVEL SENSE JAM 87 8 - 7 17 FATAL

HOPPER OVER PAY 88 8 - 8 17 FATAL

PAYOUT SENSOR 89 8 – 9 17 FATAL

5.0.3 Class 9 alarms

These alarms are caused by meter faults.  Data for these alarms is shown below.

MESSAGE BARCREST
No.

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
No.

ALARM
EFFECT

CASH IN METER 91 9 - 1 61 FATAL

CASH OUT METER 92 9 - 2 62 FATAL

TOKEN IN METER 93 9 - 3 63 FATAL

TOKEN OUT METER 94 9 - 4 64 FATAL

REFILL METER 95 9 - 5 65 FATAL

CHANGE IN METER 96 9 – 6 66 FATAL

CHANGE OUT METER 97 9 – 7 67 FATAL

PRIZE OUT 98 9 – 8 68 FATAL



Class A / B alarms

These alarms are caused by reel assembly faults. Data relating to these alarms is shown
below.

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
No.

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

10 - 1 21 A1 REEL A SETUP FATAL

10 - 2 21 A2 REEL A SPIN FATAL

10 - 3 22 A3 REEL B SETUP FATAL

10 - 4 22 A4 REEL B SPIN FATAL

10 - 5 23 A5 REEL C SETUP FATAL

10 - 6 23 A6 REEL C SPIN FATAL

10 - 7 24 A7 REEL D SETUP FATAL

10 - 8 24 A8 REEL D SPIN FATAL

10 - 9 25 A9 REEL E SETUP FATAL

10 - 10 25 AA REEL E SPIN FATAL

10 - 11 26 AB REEL F SETUP FATAL

10 - 12 26 AC REEL F SPIN FATAL

10 - 13 27 AD REEL G SETUP FATAL

10 - 14 27 AE REEL G SPIN FATAL

10 - 15 28 AF REEL H SETUP FATAL

11 - 1 28 B1 REEL H SPIN FATAL

11 - 2 29 B2 REEL I SETUP FATAL

11 - 3 29 B3 REEL I SPIN FATAL

11 - 4 2A B4 REEL J SETUP FATAL

11 - 5 2A B5 REEL J SPIN FATAL



Class  C alarms Note input alarms

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
No.

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

12 – 1 C1 16 5 PND NOTE TIMING FATAL

12 – 2 C2 16 5 PNDNOTE LOCKED OUT FATAL

12 – 3 C3 16 10 PND NOTE TIMING FATAL

12 – 4 C4 16 10 PND NOTE LOCKED FATAL

12 – 5 C5 16 20 PND NOTE TIMING FATAL

12 – 6 C6 16 20 PND NOTE LOCKED FATAL

12 – 15 CF 16 NOTE MECH STRIM FATAL

Class  D alarms note input alarms procedural events

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
No.

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

13 – 1 D1 41 REFILL TURNED FATAL

13 – 2 D2 45 NEW OPTIONS FATAL

13 – 3 D3 47 REFILL NEEDED FATAL

Class  E alarms note input VENDOR ERRORS

STATUS
LED FLASHES
(RED - GREEN)

BACTA
No.

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE ALARM
EFFECT

14 – 1 E1 90 VENDER STUCK FATAL

14 – 2 E2 90 VENDER BROKEN FATAL

14 – 3 E3 90 PRIZE NOT TAKEN FATAL

14 – 4 E4 90 TICKET JAM FATAL



Possible faults

Faults, which may give rise to the various alarm messages, are listed in Sect. 5.8.12 and are
outlined below.

Processor exceptions

These alarms are generated by the CPU when it detects an error condition while executing the
program. They can be due to either a hardware fault or a software bug. If the alarm occurs
during initialisation, or occurs frequently, then it is most likely due to a hardware fault in the
MPU5 board or the program card. If the alarm occurs at a specific point in the game then it is
more likely to be a software problem.

Wrong reel type

The motor type is indicated by links on the REEL5 control board. An alarm occurs if the motor
type is not compatible with the game software.

VTP Cash meter

MPU5 monitors meter supply current.  Alarm probably caused by missing or faulty meter.

Meter sense failed

Meter current sensed when no meters turned on.

Coin timing alarm

A pulse is generated when a coin is inserted. An alarm occurs if the pulse is too long or too
short, probably caused by a faulty coin mechanism or associated wiring.

Coin locked alarm

An alarm is generated if the coin mechanism accepts a coin when it is programmed to reject it
by use of an enable line. This will probably be caused by a faulty coin mechanism or associated
wiring.

Coin mech error

This alarm occurs if strimming is detected.

Hopper jam

Hopper failed to pay out when required.



Opto error

Alarm occurs if opto output is missing or continuous.

Coin opto blocked

Coin detected by opto before machine starts to pay out from hopper.

List of possible faults

BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE POSSIBLE FAULT

11 CPU BUS ERROR See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1 (field service manual)

12 ADDRESS ERROR See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

13 ILLEGAL INSTRUCT See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

14 DIVIDE BY 0 See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

15 BOUNDS CHECK See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

16 OVERFLOW TRAP See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

17 BAD INTERRUPT See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

18 UNUSED TRAP See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

19 BAD STACK FORMAT See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

1A UNINIT IVECTOR See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

1B PRIV VIOLATION See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

1C TRACE EXCEPTION See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

1D BREAKPOINT See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

1E RESERVED VECTOR See sect. 5.7.1 and 5.8.1(field service manual)

21 RAM TEST FAILED IC7, IC9, IC12, any of links LK1 to LK5 incorrect

22 68340 PIT FAILED IC6

22 68340 TIMER FAIL IC6

22 68340 DMAC FAIL IC6

22 68340 SER FAIL IC6

23 68681 DUART FAIL IC8

23 68681 TIMER FAIL IC8



BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE POSSIBLE FAULT

24 ASIC TEST FAIL IC20

25 89321 DSP FAILED IC19

26 DRIVE TR FAILED TR22 –TR25, TR36 –TR39, TR7

27 ENABLE TR FAILED TR26 – TR29, TR40 –TR43

28 NO 24V DRIVE Fuse or drive transistor failed

29 24V SENSE FAULT Drive sense detection circuit failed

2A METER SENSE FAIL Meter sense detection circuit failed

2B RTC FAILED Optional Real Time Clock failure

31 PROM CHECKSUM Faulty PROM as indicated

32 PROM INTEGRITY Missing or faulty PROM

33 MISSING APP PROM Missing or faulty PROM

34 PROMS MISPLACED Installed incorrectly as indicated

35 PROMS SWAPPED PROM positions swapped in pair indicated

36 NO CHARACTERISER Security chip (U10) failed, missing or for wrong
program



BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE POSSIBLE FAULT

41 SOFTWARE CHECK Software fault.  See sect. 5.7.4(field service manual)

42 STACK ERROR Software fault.  See sect. 5.7.4(field service manual)

43 STACK OVERFLOW Software fault.  See sect. 5.7.4(field service manual)

44 INSUFFICIENT RAM Software fault.  See sect. 5.7.4(field service manual)

45 SOFTWARE WARNING Software fault.  See sect. 5.7.4(field service manual)

46 VERSION UPDATE Informational only

47 RANGE CHECK Software fault.  See sect. 5.7.4(field service manual)

48 MEMORY CLEARED Software fault.  See sect. 5.7.4(field service manual)

49 TAMPER CHECK Software fault.  See sect. 5.7.4(field service manual)

51 MUX UNIT MISSING No communication with MUX5 board

52 MUX UNIT FAILED Communication failed during operation

53 MUX UNIT RESET MUX5 board CPU has reset

54 MUX NOT RESET MUX5 board CPU failed to reset when required

55 MUX UNIT OLD VER Wrong version of MUX5 board

56 MUX DRV TR FAIL High side driver transistor short circuit

57 MUX ENB TR FAIL Low side (select) transistor short circuit



BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE POSSIBLE FAULT

61 REEL UNIT MISSING No communication with REEL5 board

62 REEL UNIT FAILED Communication failed during operation

63 REEL UNIT RESET REEL5 board CPU has reset

64 REEL NOT RESET REEL5 board CPU failed to reset when required

65 REEL UNT OLD VER Wrong version of REEL5 board

66 REEL DRV TR FAIL High side driver transistor short circuit

67 REEL ENB TR FAIL Low side (select) transistor short circuit

69 WRONG REEL TYPE “Motor type” links specify a motor not recognised by
software

71 5P COIN TIMING See section 5.8.6

72 5P COIN LOCKED See section 5.8.7

73 10P COIN TIMING See section 5.8.6

74 10P COIN LOCKED See section 5.8.7

75 20P COIN TIMING See section 5.8.6

76 20P COIN LOCKED See section 5.8.7

77 50P COIN TIMING See section 5.8.6

78 50P COIN LOCKED See section 5.8.7

79 PND COIN TIMING See section 5.8.6

7A PND COIN LOCKED See section 5.8.7

7B 2 PND COIN TIMING See section 5.8.6

7C 2PND COIN LOCKED See section 5.8.7

7D TOKEN TIMING See section 5.8.6

7E TOKEN LOCKED See section 5.8.7

7F COIN MECH ERROR See section 5.8.8

81 PND HOPPER JAM See section 5.8.9

82 PND OPTO ERROR See section 5.8.10

83 PND OPTO BLOCKED See section 5.8.11



BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE POSSIBLE FAULT

84 TOKEN HOPPER JAM See section 5.8.9

85 TOKEN OPTO ERROR See section 5.8.10

86 TOK OPTO BLOCKED See section 5.8.11

87 LEVEL SENSE JAM Top and bottom slide sensors (if fitted) have
incompatible outputs

91 CASH IN METER See section 5.8.3

92 CASH OUT METER See section 5.8.3

93 TOKEN IN METER See section 5.8.3

94 TOKEN OUT METER See section 5.8.3

95 REFILL METER See section 5.8.4

A1 REEL A SETUP Failed initialisation test

A2 REEL A SPIN Failed in use

A3 REEL B SETUP Failed initialisation test

A4 REEL B SPIN Failed in use

A5 REEL C SETUP Failed initialisation test

A6 REEL C SPIN Failed in use

A7 REEL D SETUP Failed initialisation test

A8 REEL D SPIN Failed in use

A9 REEL E SETUP Failed initialisation test

AA REEL E SPIN Failed in use

AB REEL F SETUP Failed initialisation test

AC REEL F SPIN Failed in use

AD REEL G SETUP Failed initialisation test

AE REEL G SPIN Failed in use

AF REEL H SETUP Failed initialisation test

B1 REEL H SPIN Failed in use

B2 REEL I SETUP Failed initialisation test



BARCREST
No.

MESSAGE POSSIBLE FAULT

B3 REEL I SPIN Failed in use

B4 REEL J SETUP Failed initialisation test

B5 REEL J SPIN Failed in use
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6. REPAIR

The procedures required to replace modules and assemblies of the MPU5 system are
described in this section. Instructions for replacing the board modules and power supply
assembly include pin listings, where appropriate.

Simplified layout diagrams are provided to aid the location of board connectors.

Pin listings are given for the headers on each board. Contact numbers for the mating free
connectors are shown on the side of each connector, beneath the coloured cap. The signal
names used relate to those shown on the circuit diagrams contained in the Repair Manual.

6.1 Safety

To ensure the safety of personnel and equipment, read the WARNINGS and CAUTIONS
below before starting repair work.

WARNINGS ...

1. 240 volts is present within the machine.  Only suitably qualified
personnel should carry out servicing of the machine.

2. Switch off the machine and disconnect it from the mains supply
before touching, disconnecting or removing any internal
components.

CAUTIONS ...

1. Certain components on the MPU5 system boards are sensitive to static
electricity.  Before handling these components take suitable
precautions, such as wearing an anti-static wrist strap.  Always handle
boards by the edges and take care not to touch headers, tracks or
component pins.

2. The PROM devices and other components on the MPU5 program card
are sensitive to static electricity.  Before handling PROM devices take
suitable precautions, such as wearing an anti-static wrist strap.  Take
care not to touch card headers or component pins.
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6.2

Issue 2

Fig. 6-1  MPU5 board connector layout
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6.3 MPU5 board replacement

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.3.1 Connector locations

The location of all connectors on the MPU5 board is shown in Fig. 6-1.

6.3.2 Removal

1. Referring to Fig. 6-1, disconnect the free connectors listed below from the board
headers by exerting a firm pull:

Identity Cap colour No. of pins

LAMPS Green 17
LAMPS Green 17
LEDS Yellow 17
SWITCHES Orange 9
BUTTONS Brown 13
METERS White 13
COIN MECH (on lid) Black connector 24

(no cap)
PAYOUT White 14
ALPHA Black 7
AUX PORT Grey 15
AUX-RS232 Brown 7
VEND-BUS Violet 9
DATAPORT (on lid) 25-way D-type
AUDIO Blue 9
BARBUS Red 11

2. Remove the board from the mounting frame as follows:

(1) Depress the catch on the right side of the plastic housing and withdraw the
MPU5 board from the mounting frame, complete with the MPU5 program
card.

(2) If required, remove the MPU5 program card from the MPU5 board as
described in  Sect. 6.3.
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6.3.3 Fitting

1. Fit the MPU5 program card to the MPU5 board housing as described in Sect. 6.3.

2. Slide the MPU5 board into position in the mounting frame and press firmly to snap the
securing catch into position.

3. Referring to Fig. 6-1, locate each of the connectors listed in Sect. 6.2.2 in its correct
position and press firmly into place to ensure good electrical connection.

6.3.4 Pin listings

LAMPS (X2) connectors (in parallel)

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 LAMP_HIGH_0 Drive line 10 LOW_SIDE_0 Select line
2 LAMP_HIGH_1 .. 11 LOW_SIDE_1 ..
3 LAMP_HIGH_2 .. 12 LOW_SIDE_2 ..
4 LAMP_HIGH_3 .. 13 LOW_SIDE_3 ..
5 LAMP_HIGH_4 .. 14 LOW_SIDE_4 ..
6 LAMP_HIGH_5 .. 15 LOW_SIDE_5 ..
7 Keyway 16 LOW_SIDE_6 ..
8 LAMP_HIGH_6 Drive line 17 LOW_SIDE_7 ..
9 LAMP_HIGH_7 ..

LEDS connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 LOW_SIDE_7 Select line 10 LED_HIGH_6 Drive line
2 LOW_SIDE_6 .. 11 LED_HIGH_5 ..
3 LOW_SIDE_5 .. 12 LED_HIGH_4 ..
4 LOW_SIDE_4 .. 13 Keyway
5 LOW_SIDE_3 .. 14 LED_HIGH_3 Drive line
6 LOW_SIDE_2 .. 15 LED_HIGH_2 ..
7 LOW_SIDE_1 .. 16 LED_HIGH_1 ..
8 LOW_SIDE_0 .. 17 LED_HIGH_0 ..
9 LED_HIGH_7 Drive line

SWITCHES connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 BUT_SW_0 Switch input 6 LOW_SIDE_7 Select line
2 Keyway 7 LOW_SIDE_6 ..
3 BUT_SW_1 Switch input 8 LOW_SIDE_5 ..
4 BUT_SW_2 .. 9 LOW_SIDE_4 ..
5 BUT_SW_3 ..
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BUTTONS connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 LAMP_HIGH_3 Drive line 8 LOW_SIDE_1 Select line
2 LAMP_HIGH_2 .. 9 LOW_SIDE_0 ..
3 LAMP_HIGH_1 .. 10 BUT_SW_0 Switch input
4 LAMP_HIGH_0 .. 11 BUT_SW_1 ..
5 Keyway 12 BUT_SW_2 ..
6 LOW_SIDE_3 Select line 13 BUT_SW_3 ..
7 LOW_SIDE_2 ..

METERS connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 GND Ground (0V) 8 DRN3 Drive line
2 Keyway 9 DRN2 ..
3 DRN8 Drive line 10 DRN1 ..
4 DRN7 .. 11 Meter sense
5 DRN6 .. 12 Meter sense
6 DRN5 .. 13 +12V
7 DRN4 ..

COIN MECH connector *

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 COIN_IN_0 Coin input 13 DRN1 Coin drive
2 COIN_IN_1 .. 14 DRN2 ..
3 COIN_IN_2 .. 15 DRN3 ..
4 COIN_IN_3 .. 16 DRN4 ..
5 COIN_IN_4 .. 17 DRN5 ..
6 COIN_IN_5 .. 18 DRN6 ..
7 COIN_IN_6 .. 19 DRN7 ..
8 COIN_IN_7 .. 20 DRN8 ..
9 GND Ground 21 +12V Regulated
10 GND .. 22 +12V Regulated
11 GND .. 23 +12V Regulated
12 +12V Unregulated 24 +12V Unregulated

*  This pin listing is for the board header.  The pinout for the interfacing ribbon cable differs
from this and is shown in Sect 4.1.10.
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PAYOUT connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 PAY0 Drive line 8 PIN0 Switch input
2 PAY1 .. 9 PIN1 ..
3 PAY2 .. 10 PIN2 ..
4 PAY3 .. 11 PIN3 ..
5 0V 12 0V
6 Keyway 13 -
7 - 14 0V

ALPHA connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 ALPHA_CLK Clock 5 Keyway
2 ALPHA_DATA Data 6 0V
3 ALPHA_RES Reset 7 +12V
4 0V

AUX PORT connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 AUX0.7 Aux drive line 9 /AUX_INT1 Handshake
2 AUX0.6 .. 10 /AUX_INT0 ..
3 AUX0.5 .. 11 AUX_STRB Data strobe
4 AUX0.4 .. 12 +5V
5 AUX0.3 .. 13 +12V
6 AUX0.2 .. 14 Keyway
7 AUX0.1 .. 15 GND Ground (0V)
8 AUX0.0 ..

AUX-RS232 connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 +12V Peripheral supply 5 AUX_RTS Request to
send

2 /AUX_TXD Transmitted data 6 Keyway
3 /AUX_RXD Received data 7 GND Ground (0V)
4 AUX_CTS Clear to send
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VEND-BUS connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 +34V 6 RX VEND TTL or opto
2 +12V I/P
3 Keyway 7 TX VEND O/P to opto
4 VEND_232_TXD RS232 O/P 8 TXOC TTL output
5 VEND_232_RXD RS232 I/P 9 0V

DATAPORT connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 14
2 /DP_RXD RS232 I/P 15
3 /DP_TXD RS232 O/P 16
4 17
5 18 0V
6 19
7 0V 20
8 21
9 22
10 23
11 -12V 24
12 25 +12V
13

AUDIO connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 R+ Right speaker + 6 Keyway
2 L- Left speaker - 7 AUDIO_INR Right I/P
3 R- Right speaker - 8 AUDIO_INL Left I/P
4 L+ Left speaker + 9 MIC Microphone
5 0V I/P

BARBUS connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 0V 7 Keyway
2 +34V 8 -12V
3 COMMS– Inverse serial data 9 +24V
4 COMMS+ Serial data 10 +24V
5 +12V 11 0V
6 0V
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6.4
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Fig. 6-2  Program card connector layout
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6.5 MPU5 program card replacement

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.5.1 Connector locations

The locations of all connectors on the MPU5 program card are shown in Fig. 6-2.

6.5.2 Removal

Remove the program card by squeezing the together the two plastic lugs and gently pulling the
card housing away from the MPU5 board. Do not attempt to remove the program card from
its housing in the field.

If it is required to remove the PERCENTAGE key and the STAKE/JACKPOT key from the
card to fit them on a replacement card, remove them by unscrewing the retaining screws and
withdrawing the keys.

Note the settings of the eight OPTIONS switches.

6.5.3 Fitting

If necessary, fit the PERCENTAGE key and the STAKE/JACKPOT key to the card in the
positions shown in Fig. 6-2.  Secure the keys by tightening their retaining screws.

If necessary, set the settings on the OPTIONS switches to the positions noted in Sect. 6.2.2.

Locate the program card into the MPU5 board housing with the switches and keys on the right
hand side.  Press the card into position until the two plastic lugs snap into place.
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Issue 2

Fig. 6-3  MUX5 board connector layout
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6.6 MUX5 board replacement

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.6.1 Connector locations

The location of all connectors on the MUX5 board is shown in Fig. 6-3.

6.6.2 Removal

1. Referring to Fig. 6-3, disconnect the following free connectors from the board headers
by exerting a firm pull:

Identity Cap colour No. of pins

LAMPS 1 Green 17
LAMPS 2 Green 17
LAMPS 3 Blue 17
LEDS Yellow 17
BUTTONS Brown 13
ALPHA Black 7
BARBUS Red 11

2. Remove the board from the cabinet by pinching the top of each of the four or five (as
fitted) nylon standoff insulators and lift the board away from the insulators. Take care
not to damage the lightbox.

6.6.3 Fitting

1. Locate the MUX5 board into position in the cabinet so that the board mounting holes
line up with the mounting pillars. Press the board firmly against each pillar to snap
into position.

2. Referring to Fig. 6-3, connect the free connectors as listed above to the headers on the
MUX5 board, using firm pressure to ensure good electrical connection.
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6.6.4 Pin listings

LAMPS1, LAMPS2 (in parallel)

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 LAMP_HIGH_0 Drive line 10 LOW_SIDE_0 Select line
2 LAMP_HIGH_1 .. 11 LOW_SIDE_1 ..
3 LAMP_HIGH_2 .. 12 LOW_SIDE_2 ..
4 LAMP_HIGH_3 .. 13 LOW_SIDE_3 ..
5 LAMP_HIGH_4 .. 14 LOW_SIDE_4 ..
6 LAMP_HIGH_5 .. 15 LOW_SIDE_5 ..
7 Keyway 16 LOW_SIDE_6 ..
8 LAMP_HIGH_6 Drive line 17 LOW_SIDE_7 ..
9 LAMP_HIGH_7 ..

LAMPS3 connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 LAMP_HIGH_8 Drive line 10 LOW_SIDE_0 Select line
2 LAMP_HIGH_9 .. 11 LOW_SIDE_1 ..
3 LAMP_HIGH_10 .. 12 LOW_SIDE_2 ..
4 LAMP_HIGH_11 .. 13 LOW_SIDE_3 ..
5 LAMP_HIGH_12 .. 14 LOW_SIDE_4 ..
6 LAMP_HIGH_13 .. 15 LOW_SIDE_5 ..
7 Keyway 16 LOW_SIDE_6 ..
8 LAMP_HIGH_14 Drive line 17 LOW_SIDE_7 ..
9 LAMP_HIGH_15 ..

LEDS connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 LOW_SIDE_7 Select line 10 LED_HIGH_G Drive line
2 LOW_SIDE_6 .. 11 LED_HIGH_F ..
3 LOW_SIDE_5 .. 12 LED_HIGH_E ..
4 LOW_SIDE_4 .. 13 Keyway
5 LOW_SIDE_3 .. 14 LED_HIGH_D Drive line
6 LOW_SIDE_2 .. 15 LED_HIGH_C ..
7 LOW_SIDE_1 .. 16 LED_HIGH_B ..
8 LOW_SIDE_0 .. 17 LED_HIGH_A ..
9 LED_HIGH_DP Drive line
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BUTTONS connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 BUT_SW_0 Switch I/P 8 LOW_SIDE_5 Select line
2 BUT_SW_1 .. 9 LOW_SIDE_6 ..
3 LOW_SIDE_0 Select line 10 LOW_SIDE_7 ..
4 LOW_SIDE_1 .. 11 Keyway
5 LOW_SIDE_2 .. 12 LAMP_HIGH_0 Lamp drive
6 LOW_SIDE_3 .. 13 LAMP_HIGH_1 ..
7 LOW_SIDE_4 ..

ALPHA connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 ACLK Clock 5 Keyway
2 ADATA Data 6 GND Ground (0V)
3 ARES Reset 7 +12V
4 GND Ground (0V)

BARBUS connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 0V 7 Keyway
2 +34V 8 +5V
3 COMMS– Inverse serial data 9 ADD0 Address
4 COMMS+ Serial data 10 ADD1 Address
5 +12V 11 0V
6 0V
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6.7 REEL5 control board replacement

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.7.1 Connector locations

The location of all connectors on the REEL5 control board is shown in Fig. 6-4.

6.7.2 Removal

1. Referring to Fig. 6-4, disconnect the following free connectors from the board headers
by exerting a firm pull:

Identity Cap colour No. of  pins

BARBUS Red 11
REEL1 Red 7
OPTO1 Green 5
LAMP1 Blue 7
REEL2 Red 7
OPTO2 Green 5
LAMP2 Blue 7
REEL3 Red 7
OPTO3 Green 5
LAMP3 Blue 7
REEL 4 Red 7
OPTO4 Green 5
LAMP4 Blue 7
REEL 5 Red 7
OPTO5 Green 5
LAMP5 Blue 7
STROBE 6

2. From a Barcrest reel assembly, remove the board by pulling back the four plastic
spring tabs securing the bottom edge of the board and lifting the board away from the
reel mounting frame.

6.7.3 Fitting

1. For a Barcrest reel assembly, insert the top edge of the board so that the cutouts on the
board engage with the locating lugs in the frame. Note that alternative cutouts are
provided for use with wider reels. Snap the four plastic spring tabs into position to
secure the bottom edge of the board.

2. Referring to Fig. 6-4, connect the free connectors as listed above to the headers on the
REEL5 board, using firm pressure to ensure good electrical connection.
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6.7.4

Issue 1

Fig. 6-4  REEL5 control board connector layout
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6.7.5 Pin listings

REEL1 to REEL5 connectors

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 REELn-1 Motor drive * 5 Keyway
2 REELn-2 .. 6 +12V
3 REELn-3 .. 7 +12V
4 REELn-4 ..

* n = 1 to 5 for reels 1 to 5 respectively

OPTO1 to OPTO5 connectors

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 VCC +5V (opto LED) 4 OPTOn * Signal I/P
2 Keyway 5 GND Ground (0V)
3 +12V Transistor supply

* n = 1 to 5 for reels 1 to 5 respectively

LAMP1 to LAMP5 connectors

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 HIGHn * Lamp Driver 5 LOW2 Select line
2 Keyway 6 HIGHn * Lamp Driver
3 LOW1 Select line 7 LOW3 Select line
4 HIGHn * Lamp Driver

* n = 1 to 5 for reels 1 to 5 respectively

STROBE connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 STROBE1 4 +12V
2 STROBE2 5 +5V
3 Keyway 6 Earth Ground (0V)

BARBUS connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 0V 7 Keyway
2 +34V 8 +5V
3 COMMS– Inverse serial data 9 ADD0 Address
4 COMMS+ Serial data 10 ADD1 Address
5 +12V 11 0V
6 0V
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6.7.6 REEL5 control board replacement (Type 43840)

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.7.7 Connector locations

The location of all connectors on the REEL5 control board is shown in Fig. 6-5.

6.7.8 Removal

1. Referring to Fig. 6-4, disconnect the following free connectors from the board headers.

Identity Cap colour No. of  pins

BARBUS Red 11
REEL1 15
REEL2 15
REEL3 15
REEL 4 15
REEL 5 15
STROBE 6

2. From the metal reel assy frame work push in the barbs on the PCB fastening posts and
remove the PCB

6.7.9 Fitting

1. For the modular reel assembly, insert posts through the holes in the PCB and push
until engaged.

2. Referring to Fig. 6-5, connect the free connectors as listed above to the headers on the
REEL5 board, using firm pressure to ensure good electrical connection.
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Fig.  6-5  REEL5 control board connector layout
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6.7.10 Fitting

REEL1 to REEL5 connectors

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function
15 +12V 7 VCC
14 +12V 6 VCC +5V (OPTO)
13 REELn-2 Motor drive 5 GND Ground (0V)

12 REELn-4 .. 4 LOW1 Select Line

11 REELn-3 .. 3 LOW2 ..
10 REELn-1 .. 2 LOW3 ..
9 Keyway 1 HIGHn * Lamp Driver

8 HIGHn * Lamp Driver

* n = 1 to 5 for reels 1 to 5 respectively

STROBE connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 STROBE1 4 +12V
2 STROBE2 5 +5V
3 Keyway 6 Earth Ground (0V)

BARBUS connector

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 0V 7 Key way
2 +34V 8 +5V
3 COMMS– Inverse serial data 9 ADD0 Address
4 COMMS+ Serial data 10 ADD1 Address
5 +12V 11 0V
6 0V
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Transformer/power supply replacement

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the lower compartment of the machine interior as described in the specific
Machine Manual.

6.7.11  Removal

Refer to Fig. 6-5 and proceed as follows:

1. Disconnect the circular mains input IEC connector from the Transformer/power supply
unit.

2. Disconnect the red 17-way IDC connector from the unit by exerting a firm pull.

3. At the left hand side of the unit, remove the cross head screw securing the unit to the
base.  Note that the nut in the base is captive.

4. Slide the unit to the left to disengage it from the locating tongue on the base, then lift
the unit out from the cabinet.

6.7.12 Fitting

1. Ensure that the voltage selector switch is set to the correct position for the local mains
supply. On Ariel units the circular selector switch is adjacent to the 17-way connector,
as shown in Fig. 6-5. On Stirling units the selector is a slide switch accessed through
the top of the casing (see Fig. 3-6).

2. Slide the Transformer/power supply unit onto its base from the left hand side, so that
the slot in the bottom of the unit engages with the locating tongue on the base.

3. Secure the unit to its base using the cross head screw removed at step (3) above.

4. Connect the red 17-way IDC connector to the unit, using firm pressure to ensure good
electrical connection.

5. Connect the circular mains input IEC connector to the unit.

6. Close the machine access door(s) as described in the specific Machine Manual.
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6.8
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Fig. 6-5  Transformer/power supply fixings
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6.9 PSU interface board replacement – where fitted

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.9.1 Connector locations

The location of connectors on the PSU interface board is shown in Fig. 6-6.

6.9.2 Removal

1. Referring to Fig. 6-6, disconnect the following free connectors from the board headers
by exerting a firm pull:

Identity Cap colour No. of  pins

CON1 Red 17
CON2 (Barbus) Red 11 (six used)
CON3 (Barbus) Red 11 (ten used)

2. Remove and retain the four cross-head screws securing the PSU interface board to the
cabinet and withdraw the board.

6.9.3 Fitting

1. Locate the PSU interface board in the cabinet and secure using the four cross-head
screws removed at Sect. 6.7.2.

2. Referring to Fig. 6-6, connect the free connectors as listed above to the headers on the
PSU interface board, using firm pressure to ensure good electrical connection.

6.9.4 Pin listings

CON1 connector

Pin Function Pin Function

1 18.5V AC 10 +12V DC
2 18.5V return 11 +12V DC
3 18.5V return 12 –12V DC
4 +34V return 13 18.5V AC
5 +34V return 14 KEY
6 +12V return 15 +34V DC
7 +12V return 16 +34V DC
8 +12V return 17 –12V DC return
9 +12V DC
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CON2 free connector (Barbus)

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 0V 7 Keyway
2 +34V 8 Not used
3 COMMS- Inverted serial data 9 ..
4 COMMS+ Serial data 10 ..
5 +12V 11 ..
6 0V

CON3 free connector (Barbus)

Pin Signal Function Pin Signal Function

1 0V 7 +12V
2 +24V 8 COMMS+ Serial data
3 +24V 9 COMMS– Inverted
4 -12V serial data
5 Keyway 10 +34V
6 0V 11 0V

Issue 1

Fig. 6-6  PSU interface board connector locations
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6.10 Reel assembly (Barcrest) repair

Note …
The Barcrest reel assembly is shown in Fig. 3-7.

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.10.1 Lamp replacement

1. Using both hands to avoid distorting the reel, put fingers inside the reel and press the
reel band outwards, away from the reel.

2. At the end of the band, where it is stuck down with adhesive, carefully but firmly peel
the band away from the adhesive.

3. Replace the defective lamp, which is a simple press fit in the lampholder. Take care
not to move the lampholder assembly from its set position.

Note …
The reel lamps are different from the other lamps, being 12V, 2.2W, wedge base.

4. Slightly squeeze the edges of the reel band and insert in the reel, beginning at the end
with the locating notch and engaging the notch with the spigot on the reel. Feed the
remainder of the band into position on the reel and gently press down the end treated
with adhesive.   It is not necessary to apply new adhesive.

6.10.2 Removing the reel assembly

1. Remove the REEL5 control board from the reel assembly as described in Sect. 6.5.2.

2. Press the spring-loaded, sliding latch bar at the side of the reel mounting frame.

3. Slide the reel assembly towards the rear of the machine about 25mm, then lift the
assembly through the front of the open cabinet.

6.10.3 Dismantling the reel assembly

1. Remove tie-wraps securing motor wiring to the mounting frame, so as to allow
removal of the unserviceable reel.

2. Unscrew the three tie rods and remove spacers sufficient to allow removal of the
unserviceable reel.
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6.10.4 Lampholder replacement

Removing a lampholder

1. Pull the lamp out of the lampholder.

2. Depress the tab at the side of the lampholder and withdraw it from the lightbox.

3. Note the position of colour coded wiring to the lampholder and use fingers to
disengage the wiring.

Fitting a lampholder

1. Use an appropriate I.D.C. insertion tool to connect wiring to the lampholder, taking
care to connect the wiring in positions noted at step (3) above.

2. Press the lamp (12V, 2.2W, wedge base) into the lampholder.

3. Insert the lampholder into its aperture in the lightbox by using firm pressure until it
snaps into position.

6.10.5 Replacing the opto

1. Ease the opto wiring out from the retaining clip on the side frame.

2. Using a 2mm hex key, remove and retain the two socket head screws securing the
photoboard to the side frame.

Note ...
Take care not to remove the two socket head screws securing the opto to the
photoboard.

3. Locate the new photoboard on the side frame and secure using two screws removed at
step (2).

4. Position opto wiring under the retaining clip on the side frame.

6.10.6 Replacing a reel drum

Removing the reel drum

1. Remove and retain the three cross head screws and clamping plate securing the reel
drum to the diecast hub on the motor shaft.

2. Pull the reel drum from the shaft.

Fitting the reel drum

1. Position the reel drum against the diecast hub on the motor shaft so that the spigot on
the reel drum engages with the hole in the motor hub.

2. Position the clamping plate on the reel drum so that the spigot on the drum locates in
the hole in the clamping plate, then secure using the three cross head screws.
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6.10.7 Replacing the motor

Removing the motor

1. Remove the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.8.6.

2. Ease the motor wiring out from the retaining clip on the side frame.

3. Remove two cross head screws, spacer plate and retaining ring securing the motor to
the side frame.

Fitting the motor

1. Position the motor on the side frame with the mounting lugs adjacent to the adjusting
slots in the frame.

2. Push the retaining ring over the motor with the wiring in the cut-out and with the
captive nuts adjacent to the motor lugs.

3. Secure the motor to the side frame using two cross head screws and spacer plate.

4. Position motor wiring under the side frame retaining clip.

5. Fit the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.8.6.

6. Align the motor as described in Sect. 6.8.8.

6.10.8 Aligning the motor

Note …
This procedure should always be carried out when a reel motor has been replaced.

1. Connect the BARBUS connector to the BARBUS header on the REEL5 control board.

2. Connect the red motor connector on the reel under test to one of the REEL headers on
the board.

3. Apply power to the machine, which will enter Alarm mode.

4. Refer to Sect. 2.4 and enter Self Test mode by pressing the program card TEST button
twice.  This will cancel the audio alarm.

5. Select Reel Test.  This will allow the reel to stop at "position zero".

6. Turn the reel drum by hand until the pointer on the reel drum stops closest to the
pointer on the side frame.

7. Slacken the two motor adjusting screws and turn the motor body to align the two
pointers.  Tighten the adjusting screws.

8. Switch off the machine and disconnect BARBUS and motor connectors from the
REEL5 control board.
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6.10.9 Lightbox replacement

Removing the lightbox

1. Remove the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.8.6.

2. Note the position of the lampholders relative to each other and to the lightbox.

3. Remove all lampholders by depressing the side tabs and withdrawing them from the
lightbox.  Do not disconnect the lampholder wiring.

4. Note the position of the lightbox pointer against the scale on the side frame.

5. Remove the screw and retaining clip securing the lightbox to the side frame, then
withdraw the lightbox.

Fitting the lightbox

1. Position the lightbox on the side frame with the serrated edge of the frame inside the
slot in the lightbox.

2. Locate the retaining spring on the lightbox, with the securing tab passing through the
slot in the lightbox, then secure the lightbox and spring using the cross head screw
removed at step (5) above. Before tightening down the screw, adjust the position of
the lightbox as noted at step (4) above.

3. Insert all lampholders into the lightbox, in the positions noted at removal, by pushing
them into their apertures until they snap into position.

4. Fit the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.8.6.

6.10.10 Assembling the reel assembly

1. Refer to Fig. 3-7 and locate the reel in its correct position in the reel assembly.

2. Insert the three tie rods and the spacers removed at Sect. 6.8.3, then screw the tie rods
into the end frame to secure the assembly.

3. As appropriate, fit tie wraps to secure motor wiring to the mounting frame.

6.10.11 Fitting the reel assembly

1. Place the reel assembly on the mounting frame and pull it towards the front of the
machine about 25mm until the spring-loaded sliding latch bar snaps into place.

2. Fit the REEL5 control board to the reel assembly as described in Sect. 6.5.3.

3. Apply power to the machine. Check operation of the reel assembly using the Self
Test procedure described in Sect. 2.4.
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6.11 Reel assembly (Starpoint) repair

Note …
The Starpoint reel assembly is shown in Fig. 3-8.

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.11.1 Removing the reel assembly

1. Disconnect the 14-way I.D.C. connector from the plug at the rear of the reel assembly.

2. Lift the tab on the rear (quick release) fixing foot to free the reel assembly, then
withdraw the assembly rearwards to disengage the tongue on the front of the assembly
from the front fixing foot.

3. Note the scale reading of the motor housing position relative to the frame.

6.11.2 Lamp replacement

1. Squeeze the two retaining lugs on the relevant lampholder and withdraw the
lampholder from the lightbox.

2. Pull the unserviceable lamp from the lampholder and push a new lamp (12V, 2.2W,
wedge base) into position.

3. Push the lampholder into the lightbox until the retaining lugs snap into position.

6.11.3 Lampholder replacement

1. Withdraw the lampholder from the lightbox and remove the lamp as described in
Sect. 6.9.2.

2. Note the position of colour coded wiring to the lampholder and use fingers to
disengage the wiring.

3. Use an appropriate I.D.C. insertion tool to connect wiring to the replacement
lampholder, taking care to connect in the positions noted at step (2).

4. Press the lamp into the replacement lampholder.

5. Insert the lampholder into its aperture in the lightbox by using firm pressure until it
snaps into position.
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6.11.4 Opto replacement

1. At the rear of the opto, depress the top spring tab and draw the opto out of the motor
housing/lightbox.

2. Pull the 3-way connector from the base of the opto.

3. Connect the 3-way free  (polarised) connector to the base of the replacement opto.

4. Insert the opto into the correct aperture in the motor housing/lightbox until the top
spring tab snaps into position.

Note …
The opto can be fitted into either of two apertures.  The correct aperture is nearest
the motor.  Insertion into the other aperture will prevent the reel drum rotating.

5. Check that the reel drum rotates freely and the interrupter flag passes through the gap
in the opto.

6.11.5 Reel drum replacement

Removing the drum

1. Using circlip pliers, remove and retain the circlip and plain washer securing the reel
drum to the motor shaft.

2. Withdraw the reel drum from the shaft.

Fitting the drum

1. Offer the reel drum to the motor shaft, aligning the groove in the hub of the reel drum
with the rubber washers on the roll pin passing through the motor shaft, then press the
reel into position.

2. Using the circlip and plain washer, secure the reel drum to the motor shaft.

6.11.6 Motor replacement

Removing the motor

1. Remove the opto as described in Sect. 6.9.4.

2. Remove the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.9.5.

3. Note the position of colour coded electrical connections to the I.D.C. connector on the
motor and disconnect them.

4. Remove and retain the two cross head screws and spring washers securing the motor to
the motor housing/lightbox.

5. Withdraw the motor from the housing.
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Fitting the motor

1. Using the appropriate I.D.C. insertion tool, connect motor wiring to the I.D.C.
connector on the motor, in the positions noted at step (3) above.

2. Insert the motor into the housing and secure using the two cross head screws and
spring washers.

3. Fit the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.9.5.

4. Fit the opto as described in Sect. 6.9.4.

5. Align the motor as described in Sect. 6.9.7.

6.11.7 Aligning the motor

Note …
This procedure should always be carried out when a reel motor has been replaced.

1. Connect the 14-way I.D.C. connector (polarised) to the plug at the rear of the reel
assembly.

3. Apply power to the machine, which will enter Alarm mode.

4. Refer to Sect. 2.4 and enter Self Test mode by pressing the program card TEST button
twice.  This will cancel the audio alarm.

5. Select Reel Test.  This will allow the reel to stop at "position zero".

6. Turn the reel drum by hand until the interrupter flag stops in the position closest to the
opto on the side frame.

7. Slacken the two motor adjusting screws. Turn the motor body to align the interrupter
flag to the centre of the opto and check that the LED above the connector is
extinguished.  Tighten the adjusting screws.

8. Fit the reel assembly to the machine as described in Sect. 6.9.8.

6.11.8 Fitting the reel assembly

1. Check that the scale reading of the motor housing position relative to the frame is the
same as noted at Sect. 6.9.1. If not, loosen the cross head screw securing the pointer
and adjust as required.  Tighten the securing screw.

2. Locate the tongue on the front of the reel assembly base into the front fixing foot on
the cabinet, then slide the rear of the frame under the rear fixing foot until it snaps into
position.

3. Connect the 14-way I.D.C. connector (polarised) to the plug at the rear of the
assembly.

4. Apply power to the machine. Check operation of the reel assembly using the Self Test
procedure described in Sect. 2.4.
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6.12 Reel assembly (Gamesman) repair

Note …
The Gamesman reel assembly is shown in Fig. 3-9.

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.12.1 Removing the reel assembly

1. Disconnect the 14-way I.D.C. connector from the plug at the rear of the reel
assembly.

2. Push the tab on the rear (quick release) fixing foot forwards to free the reel assembly,
then withdraw the assembly upwards and rearwards to disengage the tongue on the
front of the assembly from the front fixing foot.

6.12.2 Lamp replacement

1. Squeeze the two retaining lugs on the relevant lampholder and withdraw the
lampholder from the lightbox.

2. Pull the unserviceable lamp from the lampholder and push a new lamp (12V, 2.2W,
wedge base) into position.

3. Push the lampholder into the lightbox until the retaining lugs snap into position.

6.12.3 Reel drum replacement

Removing the reel drum

1. Using circlip pliers, remove and retain the circlip and plain washer securing the reel
drum to the motor shaft.

2. Withdraw the reel drum from the shaft.

Fitting the reel drum

1. Offer the reel drum to the motor shaft, aligning the groove in the hub of the reel drum
with the roll pin passing through the motor shaft, then press the reel into position.

2. Using the circlip and plain washer, secure the reel drum to the motor shaft.
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6.12.4 Lampholder replacement

Removing a lampholder

1. Remove the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.10.3.

2. Depress one of the tabs at the side of the lampholder and withdraw it from the
lightbox.

3. Note the position of colour coded wiring to the lampholder. Use finger pressure to
disconnect the wiring from the lampholder.

4. Withdraw the lamp from the lampholder by pulling it.

Fitting a lampholder

1. Use an appropriate I.D.C. insertion tool to connect wiring to the lampholder, taking
care to connect the wiring as noted in step (3) above.

2. Press the lamp (12V, 2.2W, wedge base) into the lampholder.

3. Insert the lampholder into its aperture in the lightbox by using firm pressure until it
snaps into position.

4. Fit the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.10.3.

6.12.5 Lightbox replacement

Removing the lightbox

1. Remove the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.10.3.

2. Note the position of the lightbox position marker against the –90 to +90 scale on the
frame.

3. Note the position of all lampholders relative to each other and to the lightbox.

4. Remove all lampholders as described in Sect. 6.10.4, but do not disconnect the
wiring.

5. Slide the lightbox round the guide channel to remove it from the reel assembly frame.

Fitting the lightbox

1. Slide the lightbox onto the guide channel so that the tongue at each end of the
lightbox enters the groove.  Lift the centre tab slightly to allow proper fitting.

2. Slide the lightbox to place the lightbox position marker at the position noted at
step (2) of the removal procedure.

3. Offer each lampholder to the lightbox, in the position noted at step (3) of the removal
procedure, then gently press the lampholder into its aperture until it snaps into
position.

4. Fit the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.10.3.
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6.12.6 Opto replacement

Removing the opto

1. Remove the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.10.3.

2. Note the position of the opto on the reel assembly frame by observing the opto
marker scale reading.

3. Remove and retain the cross head screw securing the opto to the reel assembly frame.

4. Note the position of colour coded electrical connections to the opto 3-way I.D.C.
connector.  Use needle nosed pliers to disconnect the wiring, then withdraw the opto.

Fitting the opto

1. Use an appropriate I.D.C. insertion tool to connect wiring to the opto connector, in
the positions noted at step (4) above.

2. Fit the opto to the frame, using the cross head screw, and adjust the opto position for
the scale reading as noted in step (2) above.

Note ...
The tables below show the correct relationship between the lightbox and opto
settings for front and rear door machines using 16 and 24 symbol reels.

3. Fit the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.10.3.

Table 1    16 symbol front door

WIN LINE –90 –89 –88 –87 –86 –85 –84 –83 –82 –81 –80 –79 –78 –77

OPTO POSITION 5.5 48.5 46.5 44.5 42.5 40.5 38.5 36.5 34.5 32.5 30.5 28.5 26.5 24.5

WIN LINE –76 –75 –74 –73 –72 –71 –70 –69 –68 –67 –66 –65 –64 –63

OPTO POSITION 22.5 20.5 18.5 16.5 14.5 12.5 10.5 8.5 6.5 4.5 47.5 45.5 43.5 41.5

WIN LINE –62 –61 –60 –59 –58 –57 –56 –55 –54 –53 –52 –51 –50 –49

OPTO POSITION 39.5 37.5 35.5 33.5 31.5 29.5 27.5 25.5 23.5 21.5 19.5 17.5 15.5 13.5

WIN LINE –48 –47 –46 –45 –44 –43 –42 –41 –40 –39 –38 –37 –36 –35

OPTO POSITION 11.5 9.5 7.5 5.5 48.5 46.5 44.5 42.5 40.5 38.5 36.5 34.5 32.5 30.5

WIN LINE –34 –33 –32 –31 –30 –29 –28 –27 –26 –25 –24 –23 –22 –21

OPTO POSITION 28.5 26.5 24.5 22.5 20.5 18.5 16.6 14.5 12.5 10.5 8.5 6.5 4.5 47.5

WIN LINE –20 –19 –18 –17 –16 –15 –14 –13 –12 –11 –10 –9 –8 –7

OPTO POSITION 45.5 43.5 41.5 39.5 37.5 35.5 33.5 31.5 29.5 27.5 25.5 23.5 21.5 19.5

WIN LINE –6 –5 –4 –3 –2 –1 0

OPTO POSITION 17.5 15.5 13.5 11.5 9.5 7.5 5.5
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Table 2    16 symbol rear door

WIN LINE 90 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80 79 78 77

OPTO POSITION 5.5 7.5 9.5 11.5 13.5 15.5 17.5 19.5 21.5 23.5 25.5 27.5 29.5 31.5

WIN LINE 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63

OPTO POSITION 33.5 35.5 37.5 39.5 41.5 43.5 45.5 47.5 4.5 6.5 8.5 10.5 12.5 14.5

WIN LINE 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 49

OPTO POSITION 16.5 18.5 20.5 22.5 24.5 26.5 28.5 30.5 32.5 34.5 36.5 38.5 40.5 42.5

WIN LINE 48 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35

OPTO POSITION 44.5 46.5 48.5 5.5 7.5 9.5 11.5 13.5 15.5 17.5 19.5 21.5 23.5 25.5

WIN LINE 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21

OPTO POSITION 27.5 29.5 31.5 33.5 35.5 37.5 39.6 41.5 43.5 45.5 47.5 4.5 6.5 8.5

WIN LINE 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7

OPTO POSITION 10.5 12.5 14.5 16.5 18.5 20.5 22.5 24.5 26.5 28.5 30.5 32.5 34.5 36.5

WIN LINE 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

OPTO POSITION 38.5 40.5 42.5 44.5 46.5 48.5 5.5

Table 3    24 symbol front door

WIN LINE –90 –89 –88 –87 –86 –85 –84 –83 –82 –81 –80 –79 –78 –77

OPTO POSITION 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 40 38 36 34 32

WIN LINE –76 –75 –74 –73 –72 –71 –70 –69 –68 –67 –66 –65 –64 –63

OPTO POSITION 30 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 40 38 36 34

WIN LINE –62 –61 –60 –59 –58 –57 –56 –55 –54 –53 –52 –51 –50 –49

OPTO POSITION 32 30 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 40 38 36

WIN LINE –48 –47 –46 –45 –44 –43 –42 –41 –40 –39 –38 –37 –36 –35

OPTO POSITION 34 32 30 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 40 38

WIN LINE –34 –33 –32 –31 –30 –29 –28 –27 –26 –25 –24 –23 –22 –21

OPTO POSITION 36 34 32 30 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 40

WIN LINE –20 –19 –18 –17 –16 –15 –14 –13 –12 –11 –10 –9 –8 –7

OPTO POSITION 38 36 34 32 30 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12

WIN LINE –6 –5 –4 –3 –2 –1 0

OPTO POSITION 40 38 36 34 32 30 28
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Table 4    24 symbol rear door

WIN LINE 90 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80 79 78 77

OPTO POSITION 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

WIN LINE 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63

OPTO POSITION 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 12 14 16 18 20 22

WIN LINE 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 49

OPTO POSITION 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 12 14 16 18 20

WIN LINE 48 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35

OPTO POSITION 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 12 14 16 18

WIN LINE 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21

OPTO POSITION 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 12 14 16

WIN LINE 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7

OPTO POSITION 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 12 14

WIN LINE 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

OPTO POSITION 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

6.12.7 Motor replacement (Airpax)

Removing the motor

1. Remove the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.10.3.

2. Carefully pull the wiring cover away from the frame, to gain access to the wiring.

3. Remove the tie-wrap to allow free movement of wiring.

4. Push up the centre of the connector retaining pin, then remove (and retain) the pin by
pulling it upwards.

5. Withdraw the connector from the base of the assembly. Note the position on the
connector of colour coded motor connections and disconnect them using needle
nosed pliers.

6. Remove and retain the two cross head screws securing the motor to the PTFE
adjusting ring. Do not remove the two cross head adjusting screws. Withdraw the
motor from the assembly, taking care not to snag or strain the wiring.
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Fitting the motor

1. Fit the motor to the adjusting ring, using the two cross head screws removed at
step (6) above.

2. Thread the motor wiring through the aperture in the frame. Use an appropriate I.D.C.
insertion tool to connect the motor wiring to the connector in positions noted at
step (5) above.

3. Insert the connector into its locating slot in the frame and secure in position with the
retaining pin.

4. Fold excess wiring neatly into the wiring duct and secure usung a tie-wrap. Place the
wiring cover in position, taking care not to trap wiring under the edges, and secure by
pressing the cover until the locating dowel snaps into the hole in the frame.

5. Fit the reel drum as described in Sect. 6.10.3.

6. Align the motor as described in Sect. 6.10.8.

6.12.8 Aligning the motor (Airpax type)

Note …
This procedure should always be carried out when a reel motor has been replaced.

1. Connect the 14-way I.D.C. connector (polarised) to the plug at the rear of the reel
assembly.

2. Apply power to the machine, which will enter "alarm" mode.

3. Refer to Sect. 2.4 and enter Self Test mode by pressing the program card TEST
button twice.  This will cancel the audio alarm.

4. Select Reel Test.  This will allow the reel to stop at "position zero".

5. Turn the reel drum by hand until the interrupter flag stops in the position closest to
the opto on the side frame.

6. Slacken the two motor adjusting screws. Turn the motor body to align the interrupter
flag to the centre of the opto and check that the LED above the connector is
extinguished.  Tighten the adjusting screws.

7. Fit the reel assembly to the machine as described in Sect. 6.10.9.

6.12.9 Fitting the reel assembly

1. Locate the tongue on the front of the reel assembly base into the front fixing foot on
the cabinet, position the aperture in the base over the rear fixing foot and press down
until the rear fixing foot snaps into position.

2. Connect the 14-way I.D.C. connector (polarised) to the plug at the rear of the
assembly.

3. Apply power to the machine. Check operation of the reel assembly using the Self
Test procedure described in Sect. 2.4.
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6.13 Glass changing

Note …
The procedure described in this section applies to Genesis machines.

Switch off mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.13.1 Preparation

1. Free the wiring harness from the P-clips on the cabinet to allow removal of the top or
bottom glass.

2. Note the position of all I.D.C. connectors on the REEL5 control board and
disconnect them from the board.

3. Remove and retain three cross head screws securing the glass divider to the glass
support extrusion.

4. Push a screwdriver through the hole in the extrusion to separate the glass divider
from the glass support extrusion.

5. From the front of the machine, remove the glass divider.

6.13.2 Removing top glass

1. Loosen two glass clamps from the top inside edge of the top glass.

2. Remove and retain six screws securing the coin mechanism fascia to the fascia
support on the inside of the glass and remove the fascia.

3. Close the machine door.

4. Take hold of the bottom of the glass, at each side, and withdraw the glass from the
machine.

6.13.3 Removing bottom glass

1. Close the machine door.

2. Take hold of the top of the glass, at each side, and lift the glass out from the machine.

6.13.4 Fitting top glass

1. Position the top edge of the glass under the top extrusion and lower the bottom edge
into position.

2. Locate the glass divider into position and secure to the glass support extrusion using
the three cross head screws removed at Sect. 6.11.1 (3).

3. Position the fascia on the outside of the glass and secure to the fascia support using
the six screws removed at Sect. 6.11.2 (2).

4. Complete the procedure as described in Sect. 6.11.6.
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6.13.5 Fitting bottom glass

1. Position the bottom edge of the glass under the button panel and lower the top edge
down into position.

2. Locate the glass divider into position and secure to the glass support extrusion using
the three cross head screws removed at Sect. 6.11.1 (3).

3. Complete the procedure as described in “Completion” below.

6.13.6 Completion

1. Plug the free connectors to the correct headers on the REEL5 board as noted at
Sect. 6.11.1 (2), if necessary referring to Fig. 6-4.

2. Secure the wiring harness to the cabinet using the P-clips fixed to the cabinet.

3. Close the machine access door(s) as described in the specific Machine Manual.
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6.14 Lightbox repairs

Switch off mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.14.1 Lamp replacement

1. On the standard lampholder as fitted to a lightbox, depress the plastic lug, then
withdraw the lampholder from the lightbox. Note that it is best to use two hands to
prevent the lampholder tilting. Remove a button lampholder by pulling it, taking
care not to disengage the wiring.

2. Withdraw the lamp from the lampholder by pulling it, taking care not to disengage
the wiring.

3. Press a new lamp (12V, 1.2W, wedge base) into the lampholder.

4. Insert the lampholder into the lightbox by using firm pressure until it snaps into
place.

6.14.2 Lampholder replacement

Removal

1. Withdraw the lampholder and remove the lamp as described in Sect. 6.12.1.

2. Note the position of the green and blue wiring to the lampholder, with the green wire
at the centre.  Use finger pressure to disconnect the wiring from the lampholder.

Fitting

1. Use an I.D.C. insertion tool to connect the green and blue wiring to the new
lampholder, taking care to connect the wiring as noted in step (2) above.

2. Fit the lamp to the lampholder and insert the lampholder into the lightbox as
described in Sect. 6.12.1.

6.15 Button panel repairs

6.15.1 Lamp replacement

1. Withdraw the lampholder from the button panel by pulling it firmly, taking care not
to disengage the wiring.

2. Firmly pull the lamp from the lampholder.

3. Press a new lamp (12V, 1.2W, wedge base) into the lampholder.

4. Insert the lampholder into the button panel by using firm pressure until it snaps into
place.
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6.15.2 Lampholder and microswitch replacement

Removal

Note …
The grey Faston connectors fitted to the blue wiring have integral diodes, the yellow
Faston connectors fitted to the green wiring have no diodes.

1. Note the position of electrical connections to the microswitch (orange and blue
wires) and disconnect the two Faston connectors.

2. Note the position of electrical connections to the lamp (green and blue wires) and
disconnect the two Faston connectors.

3. Withdraw the lampholder from the button panel by pulling it firmly.

4. Pull the lamp from the lampholder.

5. If required, remove the microswitch by prising the long white securing lug away from
the switch, then rotating the switch to free it from the small spigot.

Fitting

1. Locate the microswitch in the small spigot in the lampholder and rotate it to engage
with the long white securing lug, ensuring that the switch is fitted so that its cam can
be operated by the button.

2. Press the lamp firmly into the lampholder.

3. To the two lamp terminals, connect the Faston connectors having green and blue
wiring - it doesn't matter which Faston with blue wiring is used, or which way round
the lamp is connected.

4. To the two microswitch terminals, connect the Faston connectors having orange and
blue wiring - it doesn't matter which way round the switch is connected.

5. Press the button lampholder into the button panel until it snaps into position.
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6.16 Hopper replacement

Note  …
This procedure applies to Genesis machines.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.16.1 Hopper dump

Empty the hopper cash contents as follows (£250 float if note acceptor fitted):

1. Check the hopper balance by turning the REFILL key.

2. Press the TEST switch twice (See section 2.5.1). The alphanumeric display will
show TEST 1.

3. Press the second button from the right to enter the test.

4. Press the HOLD C button. The START and CANCEL buttons will begin to flash
and the display will invite you to either press the START button to continue with the
dump, or press the CANCEL button to exit the dump procedure.

5. When the START button is pressed the hopper contents will be emptied into the cash
tray and the amount dumped will be displayed.

6. If the hopper contains more than £125(see above) the START button will flash again
and the machine will display 125 DUMPED, PRESS START TO DUMP EXCESS.
Press the START button again to dump the excess coins - the number of EXCESS
coins will be displayed.

7. If there are no EXCESS coins (the hopper turns but no further coins are dumped),
after three seconds the hopper stops, the START button extinguishes and the display
shows NO EXCESS.

6.16.2 Removal

1. Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the
power point.

2. Lift the sprung retaining peg and partially withdraw the hopper shelf to gain access to
the electrical connections.

3. Disconnect the wiring harness from the free I.D.C. hopper connector.

4. Withdraw the shelf and hopper from the machine.

5. Turn the shelf round so the hopper faces outwards and slide it back into the machine
until secure.

6. Remove and retain the two screws (Fig. 6-7) securing the metal plate and chute to the
hopper body, then pull the plate outwards and upwards slightly.
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7. Release the top of the hopper body as shown in Fig. 6-8 by pushing apart the
retaining clips located at the rear of the hopper.

Issue 2

Fig. 6-7  Freeing the metal plate and chute

Fig. 6-8  Releasing top of hopper body
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8. Lift the top of the hopper up slightly and then slide it down, as shown in Fig. 6-9, to
remove it and gain access to the payout mechanism.

9. Remove the payout mechanism as shown in Fig. 6-10, by lifting it from its housing
and removing the 4-way plug connected at the back.

6.16.3

Issue 1

Fig. 6-9  Removing the top of the hopper

Fig. 6-10  Removing the payout mechanism
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6.16.4 Fitting the new mechanism

1. Ensure that the new hopper mechanism is of the correct type:

-  It should have a yellow label on the side (GB100)

-  It should have a small label on the relay (1227---).

2. Referring to Fig. 6-11, fit the 4-pin plug into the back of the hopper with the red wire
to the top.

3. Seat the payout mechanism back into its location in the hopper base with the opto
sensor (the coin opening) facing the metal channel.

4. Fit the hopper top by sliding it back into position and pressing it down to lock the
two clips at the top.

5. Ensuring that the plastic moulding is lined up with the holes in the top of the hopper,
fit the two screws, removed at Sect. 6.14.2 step (6), to fix the metal plate to the
hopper body.

6. Slide the hopper shelf out of the machine, turn it round and refit back to its original
position, ensuring that the sprung retaining pin is located correctly.

7. Connect the machine wiring harness to the hopper I.D.C. connector.

8. Return the cash to the hopper and repeat the hopper dump (Sect. 6.14.1) to test the
new mechanism.

9. Return the cash to the hopper and close the doors. Turn the REFILL key to check the
hopper balance. If the balance is not the same as when work was started, refer to the
Machine Manual for resetting the hopper balance.
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Fig. 6-11  Fitting the new mechanism
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6.17 Additional Hopper information.

Genesis machines produced from November 2000 onwards are fitted with a new type of
hopper shelf.

6.17.1 Removal

1. Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the
power point.

2. Lift the sprung retaining peg and partially withdraw the hopper shelf to gain access to
the electrical connections.

3. Disconnect the wiring harness from the free I.D.C. hopper connector.

4. Withdraw the shelf and hopper from the machine.

5. Remove and retain the five screws (Fig. 6.21) securing the top chute to the hopper
body and metal plate

Fig 6.12 Removal of top chute fasteners
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6. Remove and retain the six screws securing the metal hopper housing including the
earth connection secured with a 7MM locking nut as indicated by (fig 6.13). The top chute can
now be removed.

7. The top chute and metal work including plumbing can now be removed and stored
safely.

Fig 6.13 Removal of the top coin chute

8. To gain access to the hopper bed remove and retain the four hopper cover screws
(indicated in fig 6.14) fitted between the hopper bowl and the cover.
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Fig 6.14 Hopper cover removal

9. Release the top of the hopper body as shown in Fig 6.15 by pushing apart the
retaining clips located at the rear of the hopper.

Fig 6.15 Removal of coin hopper

10. Remove the payout mechanism as shoen in Fig 6.16 by lifting it from its housing by
removing the 4-way white connector connected at the back as indicated.

Fig 6.16 Hopper bed connector
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6.17.2 Fitting the New mechanism

1. Ensure that the new hopper mechanism is of the correct type.

2. It should be fitted with a yellow Disc type hopper bed (part no OH18189).

3. Seat the payout mechanism back into its location in the hopper base with the opto
sensor facing upwards.

4. Fit the hopper top by sliding it back into position and pressing it down to lock the
two clips at the top.

5. Ensuring that the plastic moulding is lined up with the holes in the top of the hopper,
fit the four screws, removed at Sect. 6.15.1 step (9), to fix the top chute to the hopper
body.

6. Refit the Top coin chute and metalwork including plumbing that were removed in
sections 6.15.1 and 6.15.2 and figs 6.12 and 6.13 respectively.

7. Connect the hopper shelf plug to the MPU5 Payout port.

8. Return the cash to the hopper and repeat the hopper dump (Sect. 6.14.1) to test the
new mechanism.

9. Return the cash to the hopper and close the doors. Turn the REFILL key to check the
hopper balance. If the balance is not the same as when work was started, refer to the
Machine Manual for resetting the hopper balance.
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6.17.3 Coin mechanism replacement

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.17.4 Removal

1. At the Y-chute, lift off the bulb and bulbholder (two if a token machine).

2. At the rear of the Y-chute, gently pinch the plastic together, lift up the Y-chute and
move it backwards to disengage the front of the chute from the coin mechanism
bracket.

3. Withdraw the Y-chute from the machine.

4. At the coin mechanism, disconnect the I.D.C. connector from the machine harness.

5. At the rear of the coin mechanism bracket, push the white latch to the rear and lift the
bottom of the mechanism, swing the bottom outwards and slide the top out from the
machine.

6. If necessary, remove the routing plug from the rear of the coin mechanism, ready to
fit on a replacement mechanism.

6.17.5 Fitting

1. If necessary, fit the routing plug removed at step (6) above.

2. Slide the top of the coin mechanism into position in the machine, with the groove on
the mechanism fitting the tongue on the machine.

3. Swing the bottom of the mechanism into position so that the white securing latch
snaps into place.

4. Connect the coin mechanism I.D.C. connector to the harness connector.

5. Engage the front of the Y-chute in the correct location in the machine.

6. Gently pull the chute down until the securing plastic snaps into position.

7. Locate the bulbholder(s) in position on top of the Y-chute.

8. Close the machine access door(s) as described in the specific Machine Manual.
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6.18 Payout slide replacement

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

6.18.1 Removing the slide mechanism

1. Unscrew the wingnut and remove the bolt securing the payout shelf to the machine.

2. Disconnect the red and orange I.D.C. payout connectors from the machine harness.

3. Lift the spring retaining catch at the top of the slide payout unit and withdraw the unit
from the machine.

4. Loosen the appropriate Jubilee clips and slide the payout tube upwards, clear of the
slide payout mechanism.

5. From the slide payout mechanism disconnect:

-  The 3-pin white connector (snapped into place)

-  Two single pin connectors.

6. Remove and retain two cross head screws securing the slide payout mechanism to the
shelf.  Remove the mechanism.

6.18.2 Fitting the slide mechanism

Fit the slide payout mechanism to the machine as described in Sect. 6.16.1, in reverse order.
Pay particular attention to the following points:

1. The payout tube must be pressed hard against the slide payout mechanism to ensure
that coins cannot exit at the base of the tube.

2. The top of the top tube must be flush inside the plastic top chute to prevent coins
jamming
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6.19 PROM changing

Switch off the mains power to the machine and disconnect the mains plug from the power
point.

Gain access to the interior of the machine as described in the specific Machine Manual.

CAUTION ...

The PROM devices and other components on the MPU5 program card are
sensitive to static electricity.  Before handling PROM devices take suitable
precautions, such as wearing an anti-static wrist strap.  Take care not to
touch card headers or component pins.

6.19.1 Removing a PROM

1. Locate the MPU5 program card case in the centre of the MPU5 board cover.

2. Squeeze the two lugs on the program card case and withdraw the case from the
MPU5 board cover.

3. Remove the cover from the program card case by gently prising open the two catches
on each side of the case.

4. Remove a PROM by levering it from its socket using a small screwdriver or similar
tool which can be inserted beneath the PROM device.

6.19.2 Fitting a PROM

1. Inspect the label on the PROM to ensure that it matches the printing on the program
card adjacent to the socket in which it is to be inserted, e.g. P1, P2 etc.

2. Position the PROM device over the socket so that the notch at the top of the PROM
is facing the card edge furthest from the option switches and the keys.

3. Insert the PROM into the socket, using firm pressure or a suitable insertion tool,
taking great care that all the PROM pins enter the holes in the socket and none are
bent under the device.

4. Amend the label on the cover of the program card case to match the version number
on the PROM label.

5. Fit the cover to the program card case, ensuring that the four catches snap into place.

6. Insert the program card case into the slot in the MPU5 board cover, so that the
connector mates with the 96-way header on the MPU5 board and the two securing
lugs snap into place.

6.19.3 Testing

1. Restore mains power to the machine.

2. Carry out the Self Test procedures as described in Sect. 2.4.

3. Close the machine access door(s) as described in the relevant Machine Manual.
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